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INTRODUCTION

KENNETH R. HIMES, O.F.M.

This is a large book, the work of many hands and minds. It is the end result of a process of extensive scholarly collaboration that took place over three years. The project and process began with the assembly of a board of associate editors that discussed the selection of authors and topics for an anthology that would serve as a standard reference work for the major documents of Catholic social teaching.

The editors and authors involved in this project attended two springtime meetings that were rewarding exercises in intellectual exchange. Prior to the initial meeting, authors submitted the first drafts of their manuscripts, which were read and commented upon by others in the group. At this meeting, detailed suggestions for revision of each manuscript were offered by the editors and fellow authors. One year later the entire group met again after submitting second drafts in advance of the meeting. Once more, reactions and comments were given that provided each author with guidance for additional revision.

Then in the autumn following the second meeting, the final version of each author's text was submitted to an editorial board member who reviewed the work to ensure that the author's text reflected the insights of the collaborative process. Following that review the entire manuscript was then closely edited and put into proper format for the production process. As a result this volume is truly a joint effort by twenty scholars who have worked to produce a book that distills their collective insights into a series of commentaries and essays on modern Catholic social teaching.

DESIGN OF THE BOOK

This volume is intended as a reference work for anyone interested in studying the key documents of Catholic social teaching. It is presumed that readers will not go through this book cover to cover but will dip into the material at various points to gain insight about some aspect of the Church's social teaching. That presumption has shaped the way the editors planned the present volume.

There are fourteen commentaries and seven essays included in this volume. Four essays comprise part I of the volume; each can be read profitably by both scholar and student alike. The first two essays (Donahue and Pope) provide assistance in understanding the biblical and philosophical underpinnings for Catholic social teaching. The third essay (Gaillardetz) addresses the ecclesiological issues that arise in discussion of the Church's social teaching.
Although this volume is focused on modern documents of the tradition, commonly dated as starting in 1891 with publication of Leo XIII’s *Rerum novarum*, there is a rich vein of writing that precedes that landmark papal encyclical. The fourth essay (Schuck) offers a study of the social thought that preceded Leo’s writing.

In part II of the book the reader will find fourteen commentaries on major documents of Catholic social teaching. The commentaries follow a similar format:

- **Introduction**—briefly notes the document’s significance and key points
- **Outline of the Document**—provides an overview of the entire document with short descriptions of subsections
- **Ecclesial and Social Context of the Document**—assists readers in understanding the historical setting of the document and what the climate was like in the Church and the world at the time it was written
- **Process of Formulation and Authorship**—describes who contributed to the writing of the document and what stages it went through prior to completion
- **Essay**—is the heart of the commentary, which develops the major themes, methodology, arguments, and conclusions of the text, explaining how it stands in relation to the broader tradition of Catholic social teaching
- **Excursus**—examines in detail some aspect(s) of the text that calls for more extensive analysis
- **Reactions to the Document**—details reactions of critics and supporters
- **Selected Bibliography**—is annotated to assist further research
- **Notes**—provides additional bibliographic information

Since each commentary is meant to be self-contained, there is a certain amount of repetition as one moves from commentary to commentary. For example, discussion of the context for a document written in early 1971 (*Octogesima adveniens*) will not differ all that greatly from the context for a document written later that same year (*Justitia in mundo*). The editor believes the risk of some repetitiveness is outweighed by the benefit of each commentary being able to stand alone as a comprehensive treatment of a document.

Part III of the volume contains three essays. Two of these essays (Curran and Whitmore) review how Catholic social teaching has been received in the United States. They also discuss how various Catholic leaders in the United States have articulated the social tradition for their particular time and place. One of the criticisms made of the social teaching expressed in papal writings is that it does not build upon and learn from the experience of local churches. Certainly, there are few references to documents issued by national and regional assemblies of bishops. Yet, the efforts of local church leaders to interpret and apply Catholic social teaching to a particular locale are a noteworthy aspect of the development of the tradition. The essays on the U.S. experience serve to highlight one local church experience.

The final essay (Coleman) in the volume looks to the future. It takes an informed look at needed developments and unresolved questions for the future of the tradition. One end of a tradition reaches back into the past, providing roots for a stable foundation, but the other end must be the “growing edge” whereby the tradition is retrieved and developed so that it continues to inform people living in new eras with new issues. The authors in this book believe that the tradition of Catholic social teaching remains a worthwhile object of study precisely because its rootedness in the past does not diminish but enhances its ability to provide insight and lessons for the future.

**THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THE BOOK**

The title of this volume, *Modern Catholic Social Teaching: Commentaries and Interpretations*, accurately portrays what the reader will find inside the cover. But the title deserves additional explanation. The designation of *modern* teaching is a customary way of dating those teachings that begin with the promulgation of *Rerum novarum* in 1891 by Leo XIII. As Michael Schuck, one of our contributors, has maintained here and elsewhere, this dating is misleading if it gives the impression that prior to 1891 the papacy ignored social topics. Indeed, Leo himself issued a number of papal letters, called encyclicals, on political matters that predate *Rerum novarum*.

Without doubt, however, it was the 1891 encyclical that inspired a deeper and broader commitment by church members to the social questions of the time. It is for that reason—its impact on the wider Church as well as its subsequent commemoration by later popes—that an informal designation of *Rerum novarum* as the initial text of modern Catholic social teaching has arisen. While the essays of part II cover a wide range of materials prior to 1891, the commentaries of part II begin with *Rerum novarum*.

The second word of this volume’s title is *Catholic*, as in Roman Catholic. There are other branches of Catholicism but it is Roman Catholicism, the largest of the Catholic churches, that has produced a substantial body of literature on social questions. It is members of the hierarchy, either singly or collectively, who have issued the documents under study in this volume.

For the most part, the literature of Catholic social teaching has been written by a small group of people. Officially the authors are popes or bishops, but church leaders have relied upon a small band of ghostwriters, advisors, consultants, and pastoral ministers in the formulation of these documents. Usually, the circle of people involved in the production of a document has been composed mainly of European clerics.

To what extent the documents give voice to the actual sentiments and ideals of the wider Catholic population is difficult to assess. At times, some Catholics, in both the past and present, have expressed deep disagreement with one or another aspect of the teachings. Other Catholics, a committed but minority population, have used the writings as inspiration and guidance for social engagement.

What is certain is that the documents under review in this volume are the accepted expression of a social outlook that the Catholic tradition generates. There is a normative vision found in the writings that articulate the official position of the Catholic Church as promulgated by its hierarchical leadership. In this sense it is Catholic teaching.

A final clarification of the volume’s title is the use of the term social teaching as distinct from social thought. As one might expect from such a sizable and diverse segment of humanity, Catholic men and women have contributed insightful and brilliant ideas to the history of political, economic, and cultural thought. There is much to be learned from the historical tradition of Catholic social thought—from Tertullian’s “Military Chaplet” to Clement of Alexandria’s “Can a Rich Man Be Saved?”; from Marsilii of Padua’s “Defender of Peace” to Thomas More’s *Utopia*; from Aquinas’s “Treatise on Law” in *In Iacae of the Summa Theologica* to Francisco Suarez’s *Laws and God the Lawgiver*. In more recent times Jacques Maritain’s *Integral Humanism* and Dorothy Day’s editorials in the *Catholic Worker* exemplify Catholic thinkers who address social questions of their time from the perspective of faith. All of this and more falls under the heading of Catholic social thought.

Catholic teaching refers more narrowly to the texts issued by those who hold an official teaching position within the Church by virtue of membership within the episcopal college. Contemporary Catholicism designates this official teaching office as the magisterium. Better appreciation and understanding of the authority
and nature of this official teaching issued by the hierarchy of the Church is provided by Richard Gaillardetz's chapter in this volume.

There is also at present a disagreement about whether the material under study in this book is more appropriately described as social doctrine rather than social teaching. Several decades ago a French Dominican theologian, Marie-Dominique Chenu, wrote a book in which he used the term doctrine in a pejorative sense. For Chenu, social doctrine was an ideology, an abstract theory to be universally applied that ignored inductive methods and empirical evidence that did not confirm the theory. He believed that elements of such an ideology infected the approach to pre-Vatican II social teaching. Chenu went on to denounce changes in Catholic social teaching that moved toward greater reliance upon inductive reading of the signs of the times and use of the social sciences. For him Catholic social doctrine was a negative term and its demise was to be welcomed.

During the papacy of John Paul II there were instances where the term social doctrine was used, seemingly as a direct rebuff to the Chenu thesis. To make his case, Chenu had to emphasize the discontinuity between pre- and postconciliar social teaching. In his writing John Paul II frequently stressed the continuity of the tradition and did not shy away from use of the word doctrine because he was unwilling to grant Chenu's premise of significant discontinuity within the tradition. Thus, one finds the expressions social teaching, social doctrine, and another expression, social magisterium, used virtually synonymously in the work of John Paul II. Since social teaching is used by both those who favor and those who challenge the Chenu thesis, it is an apt term for the title of this volume.

Properly understood, social teaching is not social ethics. Ethical discourse entails critical reflection aimed at achieving a systematic and especially methodological investigation. The papal and episcopal teaching under consideration in this volume exhibits a different intent—to enlighten, inspire, and guide moral reform on social matters.

It is the ambition of the authors in this volume to provide ethical reflection upon the hierarchical teaching, in both the commentaries and essays that are included. Catholic social teaching, as explained above, is much less broad than social thought or social ethics.

THE SELECTION OF TEXTS

There are fourteen commentaries in this volume. The editors had to decide which documents to include as subject matter for this volume since there is no established canon of Catholic social teaching. (As already noted, the use of Rerum novarum in 1891 as a starting date is customary but not indisputable.) There are a number of texts, such as John XXIII's Pacem in terris or Paul VI's Populorum progressus, that would be on any list of modern Catholic social teaching. Much of the material chosen as subject matter for commentary invited no disagreement. But other writings were a topic of debate among the editors.

Certain documents of papal social teaching have been important at the time but the intervening years have made them less significant for today. Pius XI issued an encyclical, Divini redemptoris, which condemned atheistic communism and stirred strong Catholic opposition to Stalinism and the political program of the Soviet Union. His letter to the bishops of Germany, Mit Brennender Sorge, opposed the ideology of Nazism and was a stern rebuke to Hitler's regime. While historically notable, neither of these writings appears to merit extended commentary in the present age.

Marriage and family life are key social institutions and they have been understood as being foundational to the Catholic vision of human society. Two papal encyclicals came to mind as a result. Paul VI's Humanae vitae, issued in 1968, was certainly of historical importance. The encyclical offered a very positive expression of a Christian view of human sexuality and marriage as well as occasioned a vigorous debate over artificial contraception. Much has changed since 1968 regarding family, marriage, and women's social roles. A more recent text than Humanae vitae that addresses these topics is John Paul II's Familiaris consortio. Including a commentary on that apostolic exhortation provides an opportunity to examine the importance of the "domestic church" in the Catholic vision of social life.

Another text issued by Paul VI, Evangelii nuntiandi, reflects upon the relationship between evangelization and the social agenda of human liberation. Exploring the relationship of the church's central religious mission and its social mission is an important theological concern but it is an issue that various documents of social teaching either implicitly or explicitly address. Furthermore, while Evangelii nuntiandi contains important ideas, it is not mainly devoted to Catholic social teaching. Because several of the other commentaries included in this volume examine the theological foundations of the Church's social mission, it was decided not to include one on Evangelii nuntiandi.

For whatever reason, the text of Dignitatis humanae is often not studied in treatments of Catholic social teaching. Why that is the case is surprising since the Declaration on Religious Liberty issued by Vatican II is a remarkable document. Not only does it squarely address the main issue of religious liberty, it is also fraught with implications for Catholic teaching on democracy, the nature of the state, civil law, and human rights in general. It is also the conciliar text most directly influenced by the thought and experience of Catholics in the United States. Members of the editorial board all agreed that a commentary on it should be included in this volume.

Ultimately, the editors decided that the fourteen commentaries included in this book should not only cover the major documents of Catholic social teaching, but also reflect a list of the popes who have been significant for modern Catholic social teaching. (Including the addresses of Pius XII was one way of incorporating the pope who has been the subject of much controversy with regard to his activities during the years of World War II and after.) There was also a concern that no one papal voice dominate the presentation of the entire modern tradition. This explains the decision not to include a fifteenth commentary on John Paul II's Evangelium vitae since four of his other writings are examined.

Of course, other scholars and church leaders might have their own list of suggested texts for modern Catholic social teaching. The editors believe that our list is a good and reasonably complete one, even if not beyond dispute.

THE GENRE OF CATHOLIC SOCIAL TEACHING

The writings under study are examples of the universal teaching authority of the Church. As such, they are attempts to speak to the broad audience of worldwide Catholicism and, even beyond the confines of the Catholic community, the global audience of "all people of good will." Consequently, one finds in this teaching few specifics and many broad general statements. The teaching does not delve into the specifics of proposed solutions but functions more at the level of values and perspectives by which to frame discussion of a subject and understand what is at stake. These are not documents that will satisfy all the requirements of social ethics or public policy analysis; nor are they meant to do so. There is more religious-moral content than methodological precision and programmatic detail in the Church's teaching.

Another facet of the genre is the confidence that church leaders exhibit that they can indeed fashion teaching that is universal. Due in large part to reliance upon the methodology and presuppositions of the natural law tradition, the Catholic Church has maintained it is possible to formulate teaching that really does speak to all people in all settings. This emphasis on the universal has on occasion blinded the proponents of Catholic social teaching to the partiality of the tradition. In various ways the claims of universality are too easily made in Catholic social teaching.

It is also the case that within the tradition certain themes receive a great deal of attention and other topics have been slighted. Labor, just wages, duties of the state, poverty, and human
rights are examples of recurring topics. Racism, nationalism, anti-Semitism, and feminism are illustrations of topics that get insufficient attention. Another topic that is not adequately addressed is institutional self-criticism and how the Church’s institutional self-interest may shape its teaching on social questions.

Readers will find that the various essayists and commentators quite properly point out the weaknesses as well as strengths of the social teaching.

AN AMERICAN CATHOLIC READING OF THE TRADITION

A final word must be said about the authors and editors of this volume. All of us are Roman Catholics living in the United States. Every author is a distinguished scholar who has studied Catholic social teaching as part of his or her academic career. This volume is self-consciously a work that reflects the perspective of American Catholicism.

Certainly, there are scholars from other countries who could have contributed to this book and there are advantages to having a book that represents the divergent experiences of Catholics from around the world as well as from different theological viewpoints. Nonetheless, there are also advantages to having a volume that reflects upon the tradition from a particular perspective. The authors in this book are part of the broad spectrum of progressive Catholicism that is committed to the ongoing renewal of the Church in the spirit of Vatican II. When other strands of the Catholic tradition are treated throughout the volume, an effort has been made to do so with respect and fairness.

The scholars involved in producing this book are aware that the U.S. Catholic Church is a complex reality and that it is only one region of a universal Church. The editors and authors do not imagine that they have said the final word on any of the topics they address. We do believe that we have produced an intellectually responsible and theologically faithful exposition and analysis of Catholic social teaching. Readers who utilize this volume can judge for themselves the accuracy of that claim, but the editors and authors sincerely hope that is the case. If our work serves to advance our readers’ appreciation and understanding of the Catholic social tradition we will be satisfied.

All royalties from the sale of this volume will be donated to the Catholic Campaign for Human Development, a program sponsored by the bishops of the United States that assists the poor to help themselves.

NOTES

1. The one exception to the standard format is that of John Langan’s commentary on the writings of Pius XII. Because this pope wrote no major social encyclical, he is often downplayed or omitted in studies dealing with Catholic social teaching. However, his lengthy papacy was a time of significant turmoil in the world and developments in the Church that ought not be overlooked. To find his social teaching one must explore not a single document but a series of addresses he delivered over Vatican radio. Langan’s commentary, as a consequence, is not focused on a single text.


CHAPTER 1

The Bible and Catholic Social Teaching: Will This Engagement Lead to Marriage?

JOHN R. DONAHUE, S.J.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last century the Catholic Church has responded to the changing social and economic challenges of the modern world with a wide variety of official teaching, beginning with the encyclical letter of Pope Leo XIII, *On the Condition of Labor (Rerum novarum, 1891)* and continuing through the pontificate of Pope John Paul II (1978 to 2005). The same period that witnessed the rise of Catholic social teaching was also the century during which the magisterium cautiously accepted the methods and conclusions of modern biblical scholarship. The social teaching was based almost exclusively on the Catholic natural law tradition mediated primarily through Scholastic philosophy and theology, though later enhanced by dialogue with contemporary social ethics. During the evolution of Catholic social teaching and the development of Catholic biblical studies, these two great streams of renewal flowed side by side rather than together.

Yet there were tentative beginnings of the use of scripture in the early social encyclicals, which often evoked biblical texts and themes that had a long history in the patristic tradition. *Rerum novarum* highlights the need to use worldly goods for the benefit of others and the obligation to give alms (citing Luke 11:41 and Acts 4:34, RN 19, 24) and the equal dignity of all human beings (citing Rom. 10:12, RN 37). *Quadragesimo anno*, while making comparatively little use of scripture, did invoke Matthew 11:28, “Come to me, all you who are weary and carrying heavy burdens,” to call back those “who have deserted the camp of the Church and passed over to the ranks of socialism” (QA 123), and later used the Pauline image of the body (Rom. 12:5; 1 Cor. 12:24–25) to stress the importance of the common good (QA 137).

A major change in the use of scripture was inaugurated by Vatican II, held twenty years after Pope Pius XII’s encyclical, *Divino afflante Spiritu*, often called the “Magna Carta” of biblical studies. Following in the footsteps of Pope Leo XIII, Vatican II mandated that scripture be the soul of sacred theology, and stressed that “special care should be given to the perfecting of moral theology, . . . whereby its scientific presentation should draw more fully on the teaching of Holy Scripture.” In the post-Vatican II period the social teaching of the magisterium, while never abandoning its debt to philosophical analysis, began to be more explicitly theological and scriptural. The documents did not engage in exegetical discussions but drew on the fruits of exegesis, especially by giving a more Christological thrust to moral teaching. J. Bryan Hehir has observed, “After
the appearance of Gaudium et spe, however, the pressure for more biblically and theologically based social ethic came from within the ranks of Catholic theologians and advocates of social justice.6

Select writings of Pope John Paul II indicate ways in which scripture has been used for social justice. In his letter dealing with human work, Laborem exercens (September 19, 1981), John Paul II speaks of human dignity and human destiny in the first two chapters of Genesis and comments: “An analysis of these texts makes us aware that they express—sometimes in an arcaic way of manifesting thought—the fundamental truths about humanity.” John Paul’s most sustained use of the Bible occurs in his encyclical, Sollicitudo rei socialis (On Social Concerns; December 30, 1987), in commemoration of Pope Paul VI’s encyclical, Populorum progressio (1967). Again the pope turns to Genesis 1 and 2 to stress that men and women are created in the image of God, and he further notes: “The story of the human race described by Sacred Scripture is, even after the fall into sin, a story of constant achievements which, although always called into question and threatened by sin, are nonetheless repeated, increased and extended in response to the divine vocation given from the beginning to man and woman (Gen. 1:26–28) and inscribed in the image they received” (SRS, 29).

The parable of the rich man and Lazarus (Luke 16:19–31) is one of the texts most often cited in modern social teaching. Vatican II cites the parable to show that “everyone must consider his [or her] neighbor without exception as another self,” so as not to imitate the rich man who had no concern for the poor Lazarus (GS 27). In Populorum progressio, Pope Paul VI expressed a hope for “a world where freedom is not an empty word, and where the poor man Lazarus can sit down at the same table with the rich man” (47). In his world travels, Pope John Paul II has used the parable frequently, most notably in his address in Yankee Stadium on October 2, 1979, where he noted that the rich man was condemned because “he failed to take notice” of Lazarus who sat at his door. The pope further stated that this parable “must always be in our memory” and “form our conscience,” and that Christ demands openness “from the rich, the affluent, the economically advantaged to the poor, the undeveloped and the disadvantaged.” He sees this as both an individual and national challenge. The key words in the papal statement are “always be in our memory” and “form our conscience.” The biblical material does not give direct precepts, but it is necessary to inform the Christian imagination and moral dispositions.

Pope John Paul returns to this parable in Sollicitudo rei socialis (1987), stating, “it is essential to recognize each person’s equal right to be seated at the common banquet instead of lying outside the door like Lazarus” (SRS 33). Though this use of the parable verges on the allegorical, I would argue that intertextually its use is legitimate and that it touches human imagination today in a way that can evoke a response to the parable analogous to that expected of Luke’s original readers.

Other texts most frequently used are a number of references to Genesis 1–2, especially to Genesis 1:26, the creation of man and woman in the image of God, as a basis of human rights and human dignity, and, as one might expect, to the allegory of the sheep and the goats in Matthew 25:31–46, but interpreted in the universalistic sense that all the thirsty, the hungry, and people otherwise marginalized are brothers and sisters of Jesus. In his Centesimus annus the pope makes sparing use of scripture, again invoking Genesis to undergird human dignity and the destination of the goods of the earth for common use. He also cites Matthew 25:31–46 (sheep and goats) and the parable of the good Samaritan (Luke 10:30–35) to stress that everyone is responsible for the well-being of his or her brother or sister (CA 51). More important than citation of specific texts is that the pope sees the whole Christian tradition as affirming “the option or love of preference for the poor” (CA 42), and says that it is because of “her evangelical duty [emphasis mine] that the Church feels called to take her stand beside the poor, to discern the justice of their requests” (CA 39).

The most sustained use of the Bible in any church document on social justice was in the 1986 pastoral letter of the U.S. bishops, Economic Justice for All. Here the bishops recognize the difficulty of bringing the Bible to bear on complex economic and social issues, and call attention to “the Bible’s deeper vision of God, of the purpose of creation, and of the dignity of human life in society” (EJA 29). While offering no sustained biblical argument, the bishops select six themes from the Bible that are judged especially pertinent to social issues today: (1) creation of all men and women in God’s image, which stumps them with an inalienable dignity; (2) God’s formation of a covenant community that lives in justice and mutual concern; (3) the proclamation of God’s reign by Jesus, along with his formation of a community of disciples that is (5) to be manifest in a special concern for the poor and marginal, and (6) that bequests to history a legacy of hope and courage even amid failure and suffering. Despite the cursory and selective nature of the biblical treatment and the criticism in some circles that the use of the Bible by the bishops softens the prophetic critique of injustice, the themes selected provide a foundation for further theological reflection. Also, as Benedictine Archbishop Rembert Weakland, the chair of the committee that drafted the economics pastoral, stressed, no matter how difficult the problems of interpretation and application of the biblical material, “if the document was to influence preaching and daily church life, there should be a scriptural section that would put people in touch with the major texts and social themes of the Bible.”

However, the intellectual power and depth of papal teaching, the encyclicals rarely touching the lives of everyday Catholics. If Catholic social teaching is to form people’s consciences, inspire their imaginations, and shape their lives, it must weave biblical theology into its presentations.

Though often the charge is made that church teaching simply uses the scripture for proof text, this is not completely accurate. Catholic moral theologians have tended to base their teaching on a modified natural law theology as interpreted by a magisterial and theological tradition. Scripture is often used as “a moral reminder” or a way of motivating people to moral activity that is based on diverse sources. Second, a distinction must be made between the use of scripture as intertextual reference and proof text, strictly speaking. Contemporary studies of intertextuality show that often texts evoke earlier texts and a whole history of associations in a community. Much of the use of scripture in official documents is of this nature, and is in this sense quite legitimate. Neither usage is the same as cross proof text, where there is neither a chain of traditional association nor little intrinsic connection between the scriptural reference and the doctrine to be “proved.”

While this volume offers careful studies of the mainly magisterial documents that produced a coherent body of social doctrine, the biblical renewal is much less focused and comprises a myriad of methods, origins historically, critical method, now supplemented by varieties of “criticism,” for example, redaction criticism, social science criticism, and literary criticism, all of which are enveloped by different hermeneutical approaches, for example, liberation and feminist hermeneutics, and a proliferation of “posts,” postmodern readings, postfeminist readings, and postcolonial readings. Nor among biblical scholars themselves is there one consistent position on what makes a particular biblical text or theme authoritative or how they concretely influence church life and practice. An adequate presentation of the relation and relevance of biblical thought to Catholic social teaching would itself involve a multivolume work.

APPROACHING THE TEXTS: THE OLD TESTAMENT FOUNDATION

The Bible is not one book, but rather a collection of texts that themselves incorporate traditions ranging over a millennium. In contrast to the careful language of Catholic social teaching, couched mainly in the encyclical genre, the Bible is a mélange of different literary genres, historical and legendary narratives,
epic tales, prophetic oracles, varied collections of wisdom sayings, religious poetry praising God and lamenting his absence, and apocalyptic visions. Until recently the Bible represented unexplored terrain for many Catholics and, even with the transformation of the Church after Vatican II into a Bible-reading and Bible-praying community, the relevance of these ancient texts to today's complex social world seems questionable.

In debt to the writings of Paul Ricoeur, as mediated primarily through Sandra Schneiders and Dorothy Lee, I propose an admittedly over-simplified approach to the biblical material. Ricoeur argues that, "as readers, we begin to read a text naively, opening ourselves to its dynamic in the same way that children listen to stories; this first movement is a 'naive grasping of the meaning of the text as a whole.'" For reflections on the biblical meaning of justice, this means that often, especially for Catholics not nurtured on the biblical tradition, simple exposure to biblical texts is a prerequisite to any significant use of these texts. Subsequent explanation and exegesis may simultaneously challenge and enrich this initial engagement, but always as a preparation for an appropriation that leads to individual and social transformation.

The next movement involves explanation of the text: "the reader steps back from the text and engages in the kind of research necessary for a deeper comprehension at a number of levels. Here the historical-critical method and related tools of biblical study play their part." This movement also involves "distanciation," that is, the reader moves beyond preliminary and naive interpretations that arise from an initial engagement with the text, and then experiences a "second naïveté" that enables an informed explanation of the text. Ricoeur's insights also lead to the concept of the semantic autonomy of a text whereby its meaning is not limited to "the intention" of an original author. This autonomy, he stresses, does not imply that "authorial meaning has lost all significance." There will always be a dialectical relationship between authorial intention and subsequent meaning. His insights on the "semantic autonomy" of texts, that texts are open to interpretations beyond their original context, are consistent with observations of biblical scholars about the development of traditions. Texts engender traditions of interpretation that often involve genres and settings quite different from the originating discourse. For example, the exodus is celebrated, perhaps originally by the hymns at the sea (Exod. 15:1-18, 20-21), in psalms (Ps. 78, 105), and in the sages of the "taking of the land" in Joshua and Judges (Josh. 3:14-17). The return from exile in Isaiah is seen as a second exodus from oppression to liberation, and the exodus motif shapes much of New Testament theology. The "effective history" (Wirkungsgeschichte) of texts and traditions continues beyond the canonical scriptures and influences subsequent interpretations and appropriations of the originating narratives.

The Bible is both historical document and canonical, sacred text for a believing community. It is proclaimed in liturgy and is "the soul of sacred theology." Though virtually no one feels that the Bible offers concrete directives or solutions to today's complex social problems, the Bible is the foundation of a Judeo-Christian vision of life. It discloses the kind of God we love and worship. This God is interested in the world, in human history, and in the manner in which humans live in community. This theme is pervasive throughout both Testaments. In one sense, the "faith that does justice" is simply an application of the great command to love God with one's whole heart, mind, and soul, and the neighbor as one's self. What the Bible relentlessly affirms from the law of Moses to the Pauline summons "to bear another's burdens and in this way you will fulfill the law of Christ." (Gal. 6:2) is that the love of neighbor is manifest especially in care for the weak and the powerless. When such a pervasive motif is found in multiple biblical literary genres (law, prophets, wisdom teaching) that are handed on and reinterpreted over a millennium, it can be seen as central to biblical revelation.

An indispensable task is increased knowledge and close reading of pertinent biblical texts in their historical and literary context, but read with a concern for issues of social justice. Feminist scholars have long called attention to the blindness of established interpreters regarding texts and motifs that challenge an androcentric reading of the Bible. Allied to this challenge is a "hermeneutics of suspicion" about interpretations that support individualized piety. Philip Esler states, for example, that Luke's writings are read through a layer of "embourgeoisement to foster middle-class values." Equally important is the engagement with the meaning of the text is how the text forms the interpreter. James Gustafson, a leader in theological ethics over the past generation, has commented that the Bible does not offer revealed morality but revealed reality and tells us the kinds of people we are to become if we are to hear its message faithfully. This approach leads to the present concern for virtue ethics, where the biblical narratives can form character and disposition.

Some principle of analogy is helpful for application of the biblical texts to subsequent periods. Though the social and cultural situation of biblical texts is very different from our modern, postindustrial society, there are profound analogies, especially at the level of human behavior. The use of analogy also involves an appropriation of Gadamer's fusion of horizons, but in a sense in which the horizons are first seen in parallel structure. For example, Amos's criticism of the ostentatiously rich (2:6-7; 4:1; 6:4-7), the plight of the poor man in Psalm 10, and the blindness of the wealthy to the needy at their gates (Luke 16:19-31) are hauntingly familiar to our own day, but do not provide clear moral guidelines. Paul's concern for the poorer churches of Palestine and even his collection strategy have relevance to a church in the United States increasingly divided along socioeconomic lines. Paul Tillich once defined the task of theology as one of correlation of the symbols of the faith (where symbol is understood as sacred text and sacred tradition) with the existential question of a given age. David Tracy has extended this insight by arguing for a "critical correlation" whereby the theologian not only engages the existential questions but subjects their bases and formulation to critical appraisal, while engaged in self-critical reflection on the tradition in which he or she stands. In our age, socioeconomic questions are the most pressing, and conversion, study, and imagination are necessary to achieve the task of critical correlation.

In approaching the biblical material initially I describe the diverse ways in which the term justice is used in the Bible, in contrast to the more circumscribed and careful use in social ethics. Then I highlight those biblical themes that have not only de facto been part of the emerging dialogue between the Bible and social ethics, but also those that have been constantly invoked and reinterpreted in the Bible itself, as illustrated above by the continuing reappropriation of the exodus event. The surplus of meaning and potential for new appropriations arise within the Bible itself. The notes, often more bibliographical than discursive, offer resources for continued explanation and adaptation of the material by different readers in different settings. I conclude with some reflections on the need for continued and critical reappropriation of the biblical material by the ecclesial community.

The Biblical Vocabulary of Justice

Biblical justice is similar to, but very different from, the necessary and precise understandings of justice that emerge from the philosophical tradition dating back to Aristotle and modified in Thomistic thought. Even though justice is at once a transcendental term and an analogous one that is applied differently in specific situations, some major understandings and distinctions are almost universally accepted. A fundamental difficulty is translation of the appropriate terms.

The Bible has a rich vocabulary of justice, and injustice, that does not yield to a one-to-one correspondence in English. The two principal biblical terms are variations of the root ḥāḏāq (used 526 times) and ḥăšā'āḏ (used 422 times), which are often used virtually interchangeably. Space does not allow adequate exploration of the labyrinth of other terms used for justice and their translations into
Greek, Latin, and contemporary versions, so the emphasis will be put on the above terms and a major translation problem. In most contemporary English versions, ṣēdqāt is translated "righteousness" and mitpāṭ "justice or judgment" which, as we will see, causes major problems.

Biblical terms do not have the precision of concepts based on philosophical analysis, so distinctions between "justice" and "charity," or "justice" and "holiness," are much murkier in the Bible. A classic instance of the larger semantic fields embraced by these terms is the famous covenant renewal text of Hosea 2:19-22 (in NAB; NRSV, 2:19-20).

I will espouse you to me forever; I will espouse you in right and justice [bē ṣedeq vō bē mitpāṭ] in love [bē ḫesea] and in mercy [bē ṭafʿāmīn] I will espouse you in fidelity [bē ṭmissānāh], and you shall know the Lord. (Trans. NAB, 1970. See also Jer. 22:15-16, where the doing of justice is equated with knowledge of the Lord)

Another important example would be Isaiah 32:15-17:

Right [mitpāṭ] will dwell in the desert and justice [ṣēdqāt] abide in the orchard Justice will bring about peace [ṣāmān] right will provide calm and security.

A major problem arises in English from the connotations of the terms righteous and righteousness (generally used to translate the ṣdq word group). The Oxford English Dictionary defines righteousness as "justice, uprightness, rectitude, conformity of life to the requirements of the divine moral law, virtue, and integrity." The term was first introduced into English biblical translations under the influence of Clowerdale (1535). The problem is that in most people's minds righteousness evokes primarily personal rectitude or personal virtue, and the social dimension of the original Hebrew is lost. This has resulted in a virtual "biblical dialect" in which righteousness is relegated to the sphere of religion and personal piety, while justice is more associated with the realm of public, secular discourse. Imagine, for instance, people's reaction if we had a national "department of righteousness" or we talked about "social righteousness."

The centrality as well as the richness of the biblical statements on justice is the very reason it is difficult to give a "biblical definition" of justice which, in the Bible, is a protein and many-faceted term. Justice is used in the legal codes to describe ordinances that regulate communal life (e.g., Exod. 21:1-23:10) and that prescribe restitution for injury done to person and property as well as for cultic regulations. The Hebrew terms for justice are applied to a wide variety of things. Scales or weights are called just when they give a fair measure, and paths are called just when they do what a path or way should do—lead to a goal. Laws are just, not because they conform to an external norm or constitution, but because they create harmony within the community. Acting justly consists in avoiding violence and fraud and other actions that destroy communal life and in pursuing that which sustains the life of the community. Yahweh is just not only as lawgiver and Lord of the covenant; his saving deeds are called "just deeds" because they restore the community when it has been threatened. The justice of Yahweh is in contrast to other covenant qualities, such as steadfast love, mercy, or faithfulness, but, in many texts, is virtually equated with them.

In general terms the biblical idea of justice can be described as fidelity to the demands of a relationship. God is just when he acts as a God should, defending or vindicating his people or punishing violations of the covenant. People are just when they are in right relationship to God and to other humans. In contrast to modern individualism the Israelite is in a world where "to live" is to be united with others in a social context either by bonds of family or by covenant relationships. This web of relationships—king with people, judge with complainants, family with tribe and kinfolk, the community with the resident aliens suffering in their midst, and all with the covenant God—constitutes the world in which life is played out. The demands of the differing relationships cannot be specified a priori but must be seen in the different settings of Israel's history.

Recent commentators have also stressed the social dimension of ṣedeq and mitpāṭ. For example, Walter Brueggemann, arguably the premier Old Testament theologian today, describes ṣdq as "equitable, generative social relations." In commenting on Amos 5:24, Barbara Johnson, author of two foundational studies of these terms, writes, "Here ṣedeq is understood as the normative principle and mitpāṭ as the principle of conduct which must conform to ṣedeq (cf. Ps. 119:160)." Very significant, especially in Isaiah, is the conjunction of ṣēdqāt and mitpāṭ by hendiadys (two terms used to convey a single meaning) that many recent scholars interpret as "social justice" (e.g., Pss. 72:2; 89:14; Is. 1:27: 5:16; 9:7; 32:16; 56:3). A major implication of the wider semantic field of biblical understanding of justice is that "biblical justice" is not as clearly distinguished from "charity" or charitable activity as in contemporary social ethics. Actions such as confronting the oppressive power of the wealthy and alleviating the sufferings of the poor are ultimately ways of "doing right" and seeking right relationships between God and humanity, and among humans themselves. On the other hand, today the traditional works of mercy (e.g., feeding the hungry, caring for the imprisoned, welcoming strangers) are equated with "social justice ministry," often at both the parish and national levels. While such actions are certainly a hallmark of church life, a biblical concern for justice has three elements that supplement such actions: (1) biblical justice is embedded in those very narratives that form a people's self-identity; (2) actions that manifest concern for the weak and vulnerable become mandated in law and are not, as often thought today, supererogatory; and (3) biblical justice always has a "prophetic dimension," by virtue of entering into conflict with oppressive structures of injustice.

Though application of biblical teaching to theology and ethics has become a virtual sub-discipline within biblical studies, I would like to suggest, somewhat eclectically, that certain biblical themes can offer helpful but not exclusive resources for the appropriation of biblical material for concerns of social justice.

**Central Biblical Themes and Their Significance**

While the biblical literature evolved over centuries from diverse oral traditions to blocks of literature, its canonical shape was fixed rather late. Genesis 1-11 (creation and primeval history), thus narrated "in the beginning" (Gen. 1:1) was appended to the national history (Exodus–Deuteronomy) only after the exile (586–536 B.C.), and the Torah receives its final shape only between 300 and 200 B.C.

The older positions of Gerhard Von Rad and Martin Noth still offer an excellent way to survey the Old Testament. Von Rad argued that the Pentateuchal traditions developed from cletic formulas such as Deuteronomy 6:20–25, 26:1–12, and Joshua 24:12–13, which provided the fundamental themes of Israel's faith, where a "theme" is understood as a basic act of God by which the people are constituted. I offer some reflection and bibliography on certain themes that are part of Israel's faith and appear throughout the Bible, beginning with the creation story, which is an important overture to the salvation history of Genesis through Joshua.

A generation of Catholics was nurtured on two perspectives that are no longer helpful for understanding creation in the Bible. The first was that Genesis 1–3 (culminating in the fall and the expulsion of Adam and Eve from the garden) could be read as an independent block of material. This was undergirded by the use of these chapters primarily for the doctrine of original sin. The second was that the biblical creation narratives dealt with cosmology. This latter view was supported by debates over evolution. As Claus Westermann has strongly argued, the whole primeval history (Gen. 1–11) must be read as a unity, culminating in the tower of Babel. Theologically, creation is not concerned with the origin of the world and the universe, but rather with the situation in which later readers found themselves. Technically,
these narratives are "etiological": they describe the causes of the yearning for God, the gap between God and humanity, and the divisions within humanity itself.

It is customary to see two major perspectives in the creation account. The preambule, or first account (1:1–2:4a), is attributed to the priestly tradition (P) and is the later of the two accounts. The second account, which narrates the creation of the man and the woman, their offspring, and the spread of civilization (2:4b–4:26), is attributed to J (the Yahwist).

Contemporary reflection on social justice often turns to these accounts to ground human dignity in the creation in God's image, to argue for the common claim of all humanity to the world's resources, and more frequently, for reflection on ecological issues. I now simply indicate elements in the text that are important.

The first account describes a cosmic rhythm in cosmic cadences marked off by a division into "days" with the frequent refrain that "it was good" (Gen. 1:4, 10, 12, 18, 21, 25), culminating in the final day when God views all creation as "very good" (v. 31). Claus Westermann, whose extensive writings on creation are the best resource for a proper biblical theology of creation, notes that these narratives reveal the Priestly stress that all events have their origin in God's commanding word. They prepare us for the revelation on Sinai when God's word forms the somewhat chaotic throng into a people. He also notes that the author, by placing separation of night and day through the creation of "lights" before the creation of "space," stresses that human life is temporal and historical.

The goodness of creation is not something that men and women affirm but is a divine proclamation. By locating the creation story as a preamble to the whole sacred history, the Priestly writer proclaims the goodness of all creation even though the narrative that unfolds depicts the catastrophic results of sin on both nature and human history.46 The proper response to creation is praise and thanksgiving even amid suffering and catastrophe, since God has affirmed that nature and its power are "good." Two obvious implications arise from Genesis 1:1–2:4a: first, the proper response to creation is reverence and praise, not exploitation, and second, humanity shares solidarity with both the inanimate and animate worlds in owing its existence to the Word of God.

The creation narrative of P reaches its summit in Genesis 1:26, "Let us make humankind in our image, according to our likeness and let them have dominion...." This is then followed by the blessing of man and woman, the command to be fruitful and multiply, and God's resting on the seventh day. Man and woman created in the image of God is one of the most frequently cited texts to undergird human dignity and human rights. Created "in the image of God" in its original context does not mean some human quality (intellect or free will) or the possession of "sacrificing grace." Two interpretations enjoy some exegetical support today. One view is that just as ancient Near Eastern kings erected images of themselves in subject territory, so humans are God's representatives, to be given the same honor due God. Claus Westermann argues that the phrase means that humans were created to be God's counterparts, creatures analogous to God with whom God can speak and who will hear God's Word.44 In either of these interpretations all men and women prior to identification by race, social status, religion, or sex are worthy of respect and reverence.

The term have dominion (see Gen. 2:15, "to till and to keep") has often been criticized by ecologists as the warrant for a utilitarian view of creation or as justification for the exploitation of creation for human convenience. In other places, the Hebrew term is used in reference to royal care that characterizes a king as God's vice regent (Ps. 72:8; 110:2; cf. 8:5–9). Like ancient kings, men and women are to be the mediators of prosperity and well-being.45 In neither creation account is the human being given dominion over another human being. This is not part of the human constitution. Reversal of care for God's creation rather than exploitation is the mandate given humanity in this section of Genesis.

The second and older creation story (2:4b–3:24) is more anthropomorphic and dramatic. It may be composed of two originally different stories. One deals with the origin of the sexes. The original human one ("ha'adam, "from the clay of the earth") is now differentiated into 'i' (man) and a complementary partner 'iittē. In her groundbreaking discussion of this section, Phyllis Trible has stressed that this narrative, while stressing differentiation among humans, does not imply division or subordination of woman to man, but both "owe the origin to divine mystery."46 The other major theme, as Westermann stresses, which runs through Genesis 1–11 is the spread of sin (see also 4:1–6; 6:1–4, 6–9; 11:1–10). The former motif has dominated the history of exegesis of the creation account.

Two elements of the creation of "man" and "woman" are important for contemporary reflection. First, as a story of mythic beginnings (akin to other ancient myths of androgyny) the narrative stresses the complementarity of male and female. The "human" is male and female united as "one flesh" (2:24)—not understood simply as a description of marriage, but as a basic fact of prototypical human existence. On the anthropological level this calls for recognition of the presence of "male" and "female" in every human. On the social level it means that the human condition can never be defined or named in terms of the dominant characteristics or activity of one sex.44 Proper understanding of the fall or sin of the first parents also has implications for a theological grounding of social justice. Taking this narrative on its own terms requires a bracketing of its Pauline and post-Pauline interpretation (Rom. 5:12–20; 2 Cor. 11:3; 1 Tim. 2:13–15) and of the Augustinian doctrine of original sin as well. The narrative remains, however, a rich source for understanding human evil and alienation from God.

It explains the human potentiality for evil, no matter how gifted one may be. The human person, according to Genesis 2:4b–3:24, is created for life and knowledge. The ultimate test or temptation in this narrative is to "be like God" (3:5), knowing good and evil, which is "knowledge in a wide sense, inasmuch as it relates to the mastery of human existence."45 The temptation is always to an autonomy that seeks this apart from the limits of being human, or divorced from life in community. Sin is overstepping the limits of the human condition by aspiring to divine power. It can take place through action (the woman) or through complicity (the man). Their desire to be like God sadly separates them from God. After the fall the narrative relates the trial and the punishment (3:8–24). The expected punishment of 3:3 ("you shall die") does not occur. Instead, the harmony of their earlier status is destroyed. Desire for human autonomy leads to alienation and breakdown of community with nature and between man and woman. It is important to note that the subordinate position of woman (3:16–17), which reflects the de facto situation of women in ancient society, is not something that was to be part of the original blessing of creation but arises from human sinfulness. Alienation between the earth and humans (3:17–19) is likewise a result of sin. While the "work" of cultivating and caring for the earth is intrinsic to the human condition prior to sin, "toil" is its consequence.

The narratives of Genesis 4–11 capture the ambivalence of the human condition. As civilization grows through the multiplication of occupations (farmers and shepherds) and through the invention of elements of culture (4:19–22), sin is depicted as "crowned at the door" (4:7) and humans continually overstep their limits. This culminates in the tower of Babel, where humans attempt to invade the realm of God. Though a reprise of the attempt to be like God, the narrative has political ramifications. Though set in "primeval time," it receives its final form after the Babylonian exile. The fate of Babylon with its pretensions of world rule and its idolatrous self-exaltation, only to be split apart by the onslaught of Cyrus, is reflected in the tower of Babel. The spread of sin culminates in the idolatrous pretensions and ultimate destruction of national power.

The primeval history of Genesis 1–11 thus provides a rich resource for reflection on issues crucial to faith and justice. Men and women are God's representatives and conversation partners in the world, with a fundamental dignity that
must be respected and fostered. They are to exist in interdependence and mutual support, and are to care for the world with respect, as for a gift received from God. Yet the human condition is flawed by a drive to overstep the limits of the human situation and to claim autonomous power. The result of this drive is violence (Cain and Abel) and idolatry (the tower of Babel). The Genesis narrative functions as both a normative description of the human condition before God and a critical principle against any power that distorts or usurps the dignity of humanity or God’s claim over men and women.

**Exodus: The Leading Out from Egypt**

The primeval history is followed by the patriarchal history in Genesis 12–50 that begins with God’s call and covenant with Abraham and Sarah (12:1–9; 15:1–21; 17:1–27) and constitutes the foundation narrative for the emergence of Israel as a people. The subsequent stories of the children of Abraham describe how God’s promise is maintained through adversity. Though these narratives are foundational, it is the narratives of Exodus and Sinai that constitute Israel’s identity. I offer some reflections on the exodus and discuss covenant in the context of the Sinai covenant.

The exodus from Egypt (Exod. 1:1–15:21) has emerged as one of the most dominant biblical events for a biblical theology of liberation from evil and from unjust social structures.46 There are two dangers here: the first, that a too generalized statement of its meaning absolves people from close attention to the rich theological dimensions of the text; the second, that the exodus is considered in isolation from other biblical themes. While liberation from oppression is a fundamental aspect of the exodus narrative, it is not simply freedom from that is important but freedom for the formation of a community that lives under the covenant. As Michael Walzer says, the journey of Israel is to a "bonded freedom."47 Exodus and covenant, liberation and commitment, must be taken together as part of one process.

The description of Israel’s bondage has become paradigmatic of oppression. In fulfillment of the promise to Abraham and through no action of their own, other than fulfilling God’s command to be fruitful and multiply, the people grow numerous and become a threat to a dominant power. The initial response is one of massive forced labor. Maimonides (a.d. 1135–1204) described this as service without limits of time or purpose.48 The second major threat of the male children, is in effect genocide. The people’s identity will be slowly but surely destroyed. Theologically it is a challenge to the fidelity of God manifest in the promises to Abraham.

Though it is customary to mark the beginning of the liberation from the birth of Moses (Exod. 2:1–20), the "revolt of the midwives" (1:15–22) is an important paradigm of resistance to oppression.49 It is described briefly "But the midwives feared God; they did not as the king of Egypt commanded them, but they let the boys live" (1:17). These women daughters of Eve, the mother of all the living commissioned to bring forth life in the world rejected the murder command of Pharaoh. They do this in light of a higher law ("fear[ing] God," 1:17, 21). Therefore, "God dealt well with the midwives, and the people multiplied and became very strong." On the narrative level the allow the promise to continue and also prepare the march of Moses from death (2:1–10). The process of liberation continues with the "liberation" of the liberator. The agent of liberation must suffer the same fate as that of the people (threat of death; life as an alien in a alien land, 2:15; 3:22). At the same time, the liberator must be equipped to meet the three (3:1–11) and be the agent of a higher power (4:10–11). Liberation is a power struggle between humans and their oppressors, but not fundamentally between God and the power opposed to God.

The story of at the burning bush and the call of Moses proclaim that liberation is fundamentally an act of God. God’s action begins 2:24 ("God heard their groaning and remebered his covenant") and is detailed in 3:7–11 which is a virtual summary of the identity Yahweh as the compassionate God who end human history. Immediately after the revelation of his name, Yahweh says, "I have observed the misery of the people; I have heard their cry; indeed I know their sufferings; I have come down to deliver them" (3:7–8, emphasis added; cf. Luke 1:78, "by the tender mercy [compassion] of God the dawn from on high will break upon us").

The liberation itself unfolds through the sequence of ten plagues divided into three triads and culminates in the killing of the Egyptian firstborn and the "passing over" of the firstborn of Israel. Nature itself turns against the Egyptians in the plagues, almost in retribution for their oppression of God’s people. As the plagues escalate, the issue again becomes the nature of God and the usurpation of divine power. In Exodus 9:16–17, God speaks through Moses to Pharaoh: "This is why I let you live: to show you my power, and to make my name resound through all the earth. You are still exalting yourself against my people."50

In the final plague, the Passover (11:1–13:16); the P source, 12:1–38 becomes prominent, which shows that the narrative had become "the cult legend" for the later celebration of Passover. Here the exodus receives the character of anamnesis, something to be represented and celebrated annually. Thus it continues to shape the identity of the people and reveal the nature of God.

I offer a few observations on the exodus as a paradigm of liberation, a power struggle in which the issues of oppression are progressively highlighted. Pharaoh begins with concern about the growth of an alien population, but the real issue is whether he will be their "god" or whether they will be free to worship the one who called their ancestors. Oppression and idolatry are never far apart. Liberation does not come from the most oppressed members of the community. Moses is nurtured at the center of Egypt’s power and is equipped to exert its world. Through his own "conversion" and preparation by God he becomes a prophet, one who speaks for God and for a people without a voice (see Deut. 34:10, "never since has there arisen a prophet like Moses"). Yet, as I note below, "liberation" is but one aspect of a true concept of freedom. Israel’s journey is "from liberation to freedom," which is the ultimate theme of the wilderness wandering and the covenant at Sinai.

**Covenant, Law, and Justice**

In contrast to a philosophical foundation for justice, biblical justice is mediated by God’s self-disclosure and human response. Paradigmatic for this dynamic is the covenant between God and the people. When Israel is freed from the slavery of Egypt, this freedom, as Walzer has noted, is a bonded freedom, not simply freedom from external oppression but freedom expressed in commitments to God and others.

The distinctive understandings of justice are revealed in the law codes of Israel and especially in their concern for the powerless in the community. Though full examination of the history and scope of the law codes is beyond the purpose of this chapter, I mention a few things that are important for a biblical foundation of social justice today.51

The codes themselves comprise: (1) "Covenant Code" (Exod. 20:22–23:33), parts of which date from northern Israel in the ninth century B.C. and which reflect premonarchic rural life, though, like the rest of the Pentateuch, it receives its final shape after the exile; (2) the Decalogue, found in two versions (Exod. 20:1–17 and Deut. 5:6–21) that represent early covenant law; (3) the Deuteronomistic code (Deut. 12–26), which embodies traditions from the seventh century B.C. and perhaps from Josiah’s reform, but which was incorporated into the full-blown “Deuteronomistic history” only after the exile; (4) the “Holiness Code” (Lev. 17–26), put together after the exile and often attributed to priestly circles.

Comments on the legal texts are confined to those sections that deal with the powerless (often made concrete as the “poor, the widow, the orphan, and the stranger in the land”). Norbert Lohfink, whom I follow extensively here, has cautioned against viewing concern for the poor as unique to Israel’s faith. A survey of a number of Mesopotamian texts, such as the code of Hammurabi and Egyptian wisdom texts shows a similar concern for persons...
miseriae, with the exception of care for "the stranger in the land," which is distinctive to Israel.52 While the content of concern is similar, the foundation and motivation are different. Care for such persons in Israel is part of the "contrast society" that is created through the exodus. In Israel this concern functions more as a critical principle against the misuse of power, while in some of the surrounding cultures it is a way in which those in power dampen down revolutionary tendencies of the people and thus maintain a divinely sanctioned hierarchy of power.53 As Paul Hanson notes, in Israel responsibility for the well-being of such people devolves on the covenant community as a whole and not simply on the king.54

Concern for the powerless emerges first as part of the "Covenant Code" (see above). For our purposes the first important section is Exod. 22:21-27. Here God says, "You shall not wrong or oppress a resident alien, for you were aliens in the land of Egypt" (v. 21; note the motivation of a contrast society). The following verse proscribes abuse of the widow and the orphans, with the promise that God will heed their cry and "kill with the sword" their oppressors, and the section concludes with prohibiting the lending to the poor at interest and encouraging the restoring of a neighbor's coat taken in surety for a loan. Here also the motivation is God in his role as the protector of the poor. "And if your neighbor cries out to me, I will listen, for I am compassionate" (22:27). The next section contains a series of laws on the proper administration of justice. One of the first states: "You shall not side with the majority so as to pervert justice, nor shall you be partial to the poor in a lawsuit" (23:2). The prohibition of "partiality" to the poor in the specific context of a lawsuit does not contradict the concern for the marginal, since 23:6 immediately says that "you shall not pervert the justice due to the poor in their lawsuits" (there is no corresponding statement on the rich or powerful), and 23:9 repeats the protection of the resident alien. In verses 10-11, in a more cultic setting, the code mandates a Sabbath year of leaving land fallow "so that the poor may eat."

In discussing the Deuteronomic legislation of Deuteronomy 12-26, Norbert Lohfink points out that the ideal in the "Covenant Code" of a contrast society without oppression and poverty was in fact not realized, and locates Deuteronomy in this context.55 While retaining an ideal that "there will be no one in need among you, because the LORD is sure to bless you" (15:4; cf. Acts 4:34), Deuteronomy realistically states: "there will never cease to be some in need on the earth," and commands, "open your hand to the poor and needy neighbor in the land" (15:11). More strongly than the other codes, Deuteronomy commands justice and compassion for the powerless (15:1-18; 24:10-15; 26:11-12). The historical significance of Deuteronomy is as evidence for a continuing concern in Israel's law for the personae miseriae that attempts to institutionalize the covenant ideal through law and practice. The significance of Deuteronomy in its present canonical location is that it is cast in the form of farewell speeches from Moses to the people on the brink of the Promised Land. The land is God's gift on condition of fidelity to the covenant: "These are the statutes and ordinances that you must diligently observe in the land of the LORD, the God of your ancestor who has given you to occupy" (12:1). When read after the exile, it can be seen as a warning against an infidelity that allows the kind of society to develop which is in opposition to the exodus event and the Sinai covenant.56

The "Holiness Code" (Lev. 17-26) contain provisions similar to Deuteronomy. In 19.9-11 and 23:22, gleanings from the harvest are to be left for "the poor and the alien," though a Lohfink points out, specific mention is no made of "the widow and the orphan," who now seem to be subsumed under "the poor." The "Holiness Code" has other provisions that spell out in detail provisions for the poor, very often those who have come suddenly upon hard times (25:35-42, 47-52). Leviticus is also more concerned with the details of repayment of debts and cultic offerings made by the poor (12:8; see Luke 2:24). The significance of Leviticus is twofold. First, though it is primarily a cultic code concerned with the holiness of the people and the means to assure that holiness, it manifests a practical concern for the poor in the land. As John Gasmir has shown in his excellent study, there is no tension between Israel's concern to be a holy people consecrated to God and a people concerned about justice.57 Second, and perhaps less positively, Leviticus seems to represent a relaxation of some of the earlier provisions for the poor. Lohfink argues that the stipulations of the Jubilee (25:8-17, 23:25; 27:16-25), where debts are canceled every fiftieth year, would hardly benefit the majority of people who lived in poverty and represent a step back from the Sabbath year legislation of Deuteronomy. The "Holiness Code" may also reflect the radically changed postexilic political situation, when the monarchy was extinct and people had limited ability to enshrine the ideals of the covenant in law. This period also represents the beginning of apocalyptic thought, when many groups projected the hope of God's justice and a society free of oppression and poverty to a new heaven and new earth that would be ushered in by cosmic cataclysm.

The events of salvation history, especially the leading out from Egypt and the covenant at Sinai, are thus the foundations in Israel of a society that seeks justice and manifests concern for the marginal. This concern is incorporated in law and custom that take different shapes in different historical circumstances stretching over five centuries. As founding documents not only of the historical people of Israel but of the Christian church, they offer a vision of life in society before God that is to inform religious belief and social practice. The laws of Israel have two great values. First, they show that religious belief must be translated into law and custom that guide life in community and protect the vulnerable. Paul Hanson states this well in describing Torah as "faith coming to expression in communal forms and structures."58 In our contemporary pluralistic society, the Church and its episcopal and lay leadership rightly strive to infuse the legislative process with a vision of social justice.

Second, although these traditions do not offer concrete directives for our complex socioeconomic world, they offer a vision of a "contrast society," not ruled by power and greed but where the treatment of the marginal becomes the touchstone of "right relationship" to God. As Christians we today must ask soberly how our lives provide a contrast society, and whether, when we think of our "right relation" to God, the concerns of the marginal in our own time have been really made concrete in our attitudes and style of life.

Biblical Justice, the Poor, and the Prophetic Critique of Wealth

If there is one pervasive biblical motif in both Testaments it is concern for the poor and marginal, which has been the subject of an increasing number of important studies. The question of the poor raises many problems, from their identity (e.g., economically poor or spiritually poor) to the social location of statements concerning them to different evaluations of a response.59 Since the biblical vocabulary for the poor is much richer than ours, at the risk of seeming overly technical I indicate some of these. There are five principal Hebrew terms for the poor: (1) 'ani (plural 'anuyim), meaning "bent down" or "afflicted," which the Greek Old Testament most often translates as pētos (beggar or destitute person) and which is the prime New Testament term for "the poor"; (2) 'anānū (plural 'ānānūm), derived from the same root as 'ānī and often confused by copyists, which is most often translated sapinos and prātis (humble and lowly); (3) lebon (the term Ebionites derives from this), the root meaning "lack or need" or "wretched, miserable," used sixty-one times in the Old Testament, especially in the Psalms (twenty-three times); (4) dul, from the root that means "be bent over," "bend down," "miserable"; (5) 'arā, poor in a derogatory sense with overtones of a lazy person responsible for his or her own poverty, found only in the Wisdom literature (e.g., Prov. 10:4; 13:23; 14:20; 19:7; 28:3).

The importance of the terminology is twofold. First, it shows that "poverty" was not itself a value. Even etymologically the poor are bent down, wretched, and beggars. While the
Bible has great concern for “the poor,” poverty itself is an evil. Second, the terminology (as well as actual use) is a caution against misuse of the phrase “spiritually poor.” Though later literature (the Psalms and Dead Sea Scrolls) often equates the poor with the humble or meek, and though the poor are those people open to God in contrast to idolatrous or blind rich people, the prime analogue of the term is an economic condition. When the “poor in spirit” are praised as in Matthew 5:3, it is because in addition to their material poverty they are open to God’s presence and love. Certain contemporary usages of “spiritual poverty,” which allow it to be used of extremely wealthy people who are unhappy even amid prosperity, are not faithful to the biblical tradition. Nor is an idea of “spiritual poverty” as indifference to riches amid wealth faithful to the Bible. The “poor” in the Bible are almost without exception powerless people who experience economic and social deprivation. In both Isaiah and the Psalms the poor are often victims of the injustice of the rich and powerful. Isaiah tells us that the elders and princes “deceive” the poor and grind their faces in the dust (3:14-15); they turn aside the needy from justice to rob the poor of their rights (10:2); wicked people “ruin” the poor with lying words (32:7). In the Psalms the poor, often called “the downtrodden,” are contrasted not simply to the rich but to the wicked and the powerful (10:2-10; 72:4, 12-14). Today, poverty is most often not simply an economic issue but arises when one group can exploit or oppress another.

The Prophets and the Call for Justice

When a people forgets its origins or loses sight of its ideals, figures arise who often speak a strident message to summon them to return to God. In Israel’s history the prophetic movement represents such a phenomenon. The prophet, as the Greek etymology prophets suggests, speaks on behalf of another. This has a dual sense. The prophet speaks on behalf of God; he or she is a “forth teller,” not simply a forerunner who also speaks on behalf of those who have no one to speak for them, specifically the powerless and poor in the land.60 From the original social gospel movement to the present time, those concerned for social justice among Catholics, Protestants, and Jews have continually drawn on the powerful language of the great prophets of Israel, who castigate the abuse of justice by the powerful and give a voice to the voiceless poor. A few guidelines for reading the prophets as well some “snapshots” of this preaching can lead hopefully to a deeper engagement.

First, the prophets are generally “conservative” in the best sense of the word. They hearken back to the originating experiences of Israel to counter corrupting influences of urbanization and centralized power that developed under the monarchy, especially after the split between the northern kingdom (Israel) and the southern kingdom (Judah) after the death of Solomon (922 B.C.). Their works are also a collection of traditions, some going back to the originally named prophets, others additions by disciples and later editors. Much recent research has attempted to describe these levels of tradition.

Second, in assessing the prophetic texts on justice and concern for the marginal, careful attention must be given to the literary context of a given text, but more important to its historical context. Amos, for example, prophesied at the northern court shortly before the fall of Samaria to the Assyrians (721 B.C.). During this time, however, the northern kingdom experienced material prosperity. Under the reign of Solomon a more prosperous upper class had emerged. This created a class with vested interest in the accumulation of land and goods as capital. The old emphasis on the land as the inheritance of every Israelite disappeared (see 1 Kings 21, story of Naboth’s vineyard). James L. Mays describes this as “the shift of the primary social good, land, from the function of support to that of capital; the reorientation of social goals from personal values to personal profit; to subordination of judicia process to the interests of the entrepreneur.”61 Amos’ harsh words against the prosperous must be set in this context. He laments the sins of Israel: “You who turn justice into bitterness and cast righteousness to the ground” (5:7), which is manifest when “they trample the head of the poor into the dust of the earth” (2:7) and through deceptive business practices “buy the poor for silver and the needy for a pair of sandals” (8:5-6). For Amos the root cause of these sins is the lavish lifestyle of the upper classes of the northern kingdom (3:15-4:3; 6:4-7).

A generation later, Isaiah of Jerusalem, himself from the upper classes, has easy access to the king and utters some of the harshest criticisms of injustice, calling the city once known for its justice and righteousness a “harlot” (1:21) and castigating the leaders because God looked for justice but found bloodshed, and for righteousness but heard rather a cry (5:7). In capsule form Isaiah captures the cause of the city’s infidelity: because they “deprive the poor of their rights and withhold justice from the oppressed of my people, making widows their prey and robbing the fatherless” (10:2). As Amos also observed, the desire for ostentatious wealth drives the oppression of the poor by the rich (1:23; 5:8).

A century after Isaiah, beginning during the reign of the reforming king Josiah, Jeremiah, using vivid imagery, repeats the attack on the self-satisfied wealthy: “Like a basket full of birds, their houses are full of treachery; therefore they have become great and rich, they have grown fat and sleek. They know no bounds in deeds of wickedness; they judge not with justice the cause of the fatherless, to make it prosper, and they do not defend the rights of the needy” (5:27-29). More strongly than his predecessors, Jeremiah grounds the quest for justice in the very nature of God: “I am the LORD, who exercises kindness, justice and righteousness on earth, for in these I delight,” declares the LORD” (9:24). And in a phrase that had great influence on the 1971 Synod, Jeremiah describes the good king Josiah: “He judged the cause of the poor and needy; then it was well. Is not this to know me? says the LORD” (22:16). Though the context of the prophetic preaching changes, there is a continuity of defending the poor and powerless and attacking the unjust practices of the powerful and wealthy.

Third, the prophets are not opposed to cultic worship per se but to its corruption. Jeremiah was the son of a priest; Isaiah used cultic imagery associated with the Jerusalem temple; and Ezekiel was steeped in the cult. Recent research on Amos, often popularly portrayed as a “righteous peasant,” has suggested some contact with the Jerusalem temple. Though Isaiah is eloquent on the demand for justice, the motivation is different from Amos or Hosea. The controlling principle of much of Isaiah’s teaching was his conviction of the holiness and royal power of God. Oppression of the weaker members of the community offended Yahweh’s holiness, so Isaiah vehemently criticizes injustice and distorts cultic worship.

Fourth, though the prophets criticize the misuse of power by those in authority, their message is reformist rather than revolutionary. They do not envision a community without a king or without laws and statutes. During the bulk of the postexilic period (especially after the codification of the law under Ezra and Nehemiah) when the people lack their own kings and live under the successive rule of the Persians, the successors of Alexander, and finally the Romans, prophecy as a movement with Judaism virtually ceases. Biblical prophecy required a shared heritage of values by the rulers and the ruled, even when those in power did not live up to these values. When a people have no control over their destiny and are subject to brutal power, prophecy can take the form only of protest, not of a call to reform. After the exile, prophetic protest leading to hope for reform is gradually supplanted by apocalyptic hopes for a new heaven and a new earth.

Israel after the Exile: A New Situation

Above I alluded to significant changes in Israelite life after the Babylonian exile (deportation of upper classes to Babylon in 597 B.C.; other deportations in 587 and 582; return under Cyrus in 539). The subsequent period is
generally divided into the Persian period (539–332), the Hellenistic period (332–175), followed by a brief period of independence under the Hasmonaeans (175–63), which yielded to Roman rule under either client kings (Herod and his sons) or Roman prefects (in Judea). This period also witnesses the rise of a large corpus of “intertestamental writings” (apocrypha and pseudepigrapha), which are important for the history of ideas and as a background to the New Testament, even though most are not part of the Jewish and Christian canon.62

With conscious oversimplification I would like to highlight three considerations in regard to concern for the poor at the time. First, the sense of individual responsibility develops (Exod. 18:1–32; 33:1–20) with the consequent focus on justice as the right relation of the individual to God. Second, there is the expansion of apocalyptic literature. Here, the hope for God’s saving justice is removed from history and reserved for the end of history when the wicked will be punished and the just rewarded. Allied to this are attacks on the wealthy with increasing inventive and vehemence (e.g., 1 Enoch 92–105). The third consideration is the expansion of Wisdom literature (e.g., the Wisdom of Solomon; Ben Sirach [ Ecclesiasticus]), couched in the form of maxims or sayings, many of which describe how to survive and succeed in everyday life. This literature shows a much stronger influence of Hellenism than the apocalyptic literature and may have originated among the growing number of city dwellers engaged in commerce and in the governmental bureaucracy. Only in the late Wisdom literature are certain poor blamed for their own condition (Prov. 10:4; 13:23), yet, as Alexander DiLella notes, social justice remained one of the prime concerns of Ben Sirach, who wrote at the beginning of the second century B.C.E.63

Again, risking the charge of oversimplification, I would like to provide some summary statements on rich and poor in the Bible.

First, the "poor" are primarily the sociologically poor. They are the economically destitute and the socially ostracized, typified by the characteristic biblical figures of exploited powerlessness, "the widow, the orphan and the refugee."64 In contemporary parlance the poor would better be described as "the powerless."

Second, the poor have a special claim on the community and its leaders; they are "just" because they do not follow the evil ways of the rich and powerful. Both the king and the whole people are obliged to seek justice, which involves being on the side of the poor and the powerless. This perspective informs all of Israel’s traditions and at all stages in its history.

Third, riches are both a danger and an evil. Often they are associated with idolatry and oppression (see esp. Ps. 10). They present temptation to secure one’s life apart from God (see Luke 12:13–21) or cause blindness when faced with the needy neighbor (Luke 16:19–31)

SOCIAL JUSTICE AND THE NEW TESTAMENT: SOME DIRECTIONS

The canonical New Testament books emerge in less than a century and in social, political and cultural contexts far less diverse than in the Old Testament and intertestamental literature. Yet many Christians today are somewhat like the second-century heretic Marcion, who rejected the Old Testament; they often want to ground their ethics in the New Testament and neglect the neglect of the Hebrew Scriptures. I select several areas of consideration where there has been significant discussions of issues that bear themselves to questions of social justice. Th means that the Gospel and letters of John are overlooked. Though there are significant sections, especially 1 John 3:11–18, which bear directly on issues of social justice, the Johannine writings thus far have not been the subject of intense discussion by those interested in New Testament social ethics. The areas I deal with are: aspects of the teaching and ministry of Jesus; Jewish Christianity as manifest in the Gospel of Matthew and in the letter of James; the Gospel of Luke and the Acts of the Apostles; and the letters of Paul.

The Teaching and Ministry of Jesus

It has become axiomatic to say that Jesus was not a social reformer; nonetheless, his teachings and actions had strong social implications during his lifetime and continue to shape the conscience of his followers today. A key to his life is his proclamation of the imminence of God’s reign or kingdom through direct proclamation or in parable.65 He also brings about the kingdom through acts of power (healings and exorcisms) and by his association with and offer of God’s love to “the marginal” of his day, especially tax collectors and sinners.

Many scholars today locate Jesus’ teaching in the wider context of different “restorationist” movements alive in Palestine. Jesus is seen as summoning people to a renewed dedication to the primacy of God in their lives and to a deepened concern for their neighbor (the dual command of love). This command of love is made perfect in love and forgiveness of enemies (Matt. 5:43–48). The God disclosed by Jesus makes his sun shine on the good and the bad. Jesus’ teaching breaks down the proclivity people have for dividing the world into clearly identifiable friends and enemies, outsiders and insiders.

Like many of his contemporaries, Jesus hoped for the intervention of God in history in the near future (imminent eschatology), yet he proclaimed that the reign of God has already begun in his teaching and action, and people are to live in response to it (eschatology in the process of realization). The eschatological thrust of Jesus’ teaching (and later of Paul’s) should not be invoked to undermine its effective impact (as if the nearness of the end makes ethical behavior superfluous), but is rather “a view from the future” of what life should be in the present. The fact that God’s definitive reign is still in the future does not excuse us from living according to its norms and values in our everyday lives.

Jesus’ teaching is a summons to conversion that is to affect the way people live in the world. In the Lord’s Prayer (in the Matthew version, 6:9–10) Jesus prays that God’s will be done and God’s kingdom come on earth. In the Beatitudes, which are also in the Q-source, with high claims of authenticity, Jesus calls the poor and the oppressed “blessed,” not because their actual condition is such, but because the kingdom that he proclaims and enacts will confront those values and conditions that have made them marginal. This was the great value of the massive studies of Jacques Dupont on the Beatitudes, which are summarized in the essay mentioned above. In all levels of this teaching from the early Q source through the Lukan writings, response to the kingdom demands complete reliance on God rather than on power or wealth.

The kingdom as proclaimed by Jesus challenged deep-seated expectations of his hearers. This is especially true in his parables, which contain frequent reversals: those who worked only one hour received the same wage as those who had worked all day; Jesus says that one should invite not friends but unknown strangers gathered from the highways to a banquet; the hated outsider, a Samaritan, teaches the true meaning of love of neighbor; the prodigal is accepted as readily as the dutiful. These reversals challenge deeply held values and invite people to enter imaginatively into a different world, providing a paradigm for the manner in which a new vision of social justice can be presented to people today.66 Jesus’ acceptance of marginal groups counters the evaluation of people by class and social status that was characteristic of first-century society. Also, by associating with those seen as ritually unclean and by his willingness to break the law on their behalf, Jesus alienates the religious establishment of his day in such a way that he is both a political and religious threat. By taking the side of these scorned people, Jesus, like the Old Testament prophets, gives a voice to the voiceless. Ultimately Jesus dies by a mode of execution reserved for those who were threats to the “public order” due to collusion between the Jerusalem temple authorities (whose power rested on proper subservience to Rome) and the Roman prefect, Pontius Pilate. Jesus’ life is a paradigm of the cost of discipleship for those who take the side of the poor and the marginal.
The Gospel of Matthew and Jewish Christianity Represented by James

My reason for joining these two works together is that they reflect a similar background. Matthew, the most "Jewish" of the Gospels in its content, was written perhaps in opposition to Jewish movements at the end of the first century for a community composed of a great number of recent converts from Judaism. Similarly, James is directed at a Jewish Christian community with a theology heavily influenced by the Old Testament. They are also similar in that both stress that belief and discipleship should be translated into action on behalf of powerless and poor people.68

In Matthew this concern emerges in two ways. The long recognized similarities between Jesus and Moses in Matthew would suggest that Sinai and the formation of a covenant community of responsible care for each other are a concern of Matthew. Matthew's Jesus is also concerned about faith translated into action. At the end of the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus warns against people who simply say "Lord, Lord" or who prophesy and cast out demons but do not bear fruit. The true disciple is the one "who listens to these words of mine and acts upon them" (7:24). In the scathing denunciations of the Pharisees, who may also be "Christian Pharisees" in Matthew's own community, Jesus contrasts external trappings of prestige and power with the service required of his disciples (23:1-11). The Pharisees are further castigated for stressing external observance or minutiae while neglecting the weightier things of the law, "justice, mercy and faith" (23:23; see Hos. 2:19, where three of these are qualities of the covenant).69

The section of Matthew most often invoked in a discussion of faith and justice is a wide spectrum of Christians and non-Christians is the "parable" of the sheep and the goats (25:31-46). Structurally this contains the final words of Jesus before his Passion and returns backward in an arch to the very beginning of the Sermon on the Mount, where suffering and persecuted people are pronounced blessed by Jesus. The narrative is familiar. In a scene of apocalyptic judgment when the Son of man will return as king and summon all the nation of the world, they will be separated like shee and goats, the former for eternal joy, the latter for eternal punishment. The criterion for judgment will be how they treated the king (Son of man) when he was hungry, thirsty, a stranger, naked, sick, or in prison. When both the elec and the condemned question when or how the came to the aid of the king in these circum stances he answers, "As often as you did this to the least of my brothers and sisters you did it to me" (my translation).

The story seems simple on first reading: Jesus is identified with suffering men an women, cares for them, with or without explicit Christological motivation, and brings their salvation. Yet in recent years a major debate has arisen between this "universalistic" reading an a "discipleship" reading proposed by a number of scholars and adopted by Daniel Harrington in his commentary on Matthew.70 Based principally on the argument that the "little ones" in Matthew are Christian disciples and the "brother or sister" is similarly used, the parable is interpreted as a judgment on pagan nation that reject the proclamation of the missionaries: disciples who are to announce the teaching of Jesus "to all the nations" (28:16-20). At present there are very competent scholars on both sides, with John Meier, among others, rep resenting the "universalistic" view.71 In both the universalistic and discipleship readings the important issue is that those who minister the "least of the brothers and sisters of Jesus are called just (Greek dikaios). Actions that alleviate things such as hunger, thirst, or imprisonment are ways of manifesting "justice to the world.72

The Jewish Christian letter of James presents a severe and pragmatic spirituality.74 Of its early exhortations is "Be doers of the word and not hearers only, deluding yourselves (1:22), which is followed by the definition true religion as "to care for orphans and widows in their affliction and to keep oneself unstained by the world" (1:27). James exhorts his comm unity to avoid partiality and in biting language mocks the deference shown to the rich as powerful, even though they are oppressing the community (2:1-7). He criticizes them for dis horing a poor person, even though God chose the poor to become heirs of the kingdom. In line with being doers as well as hearers of the word, James says faith without works is dead and specifies one of the works as clothing and feeding a poor brother or sister (2:14-17). Near the end of the letter is one of the most violent denunciations of the rich found in the New Testament: "Come now, you rich, and weep and wail over your impending miseries" (5:1). In addition to amassing gold and silver jewelry, the rich have withheld the wages of their ha vesters and lived on earth in luxury and pleasure; thus "you have fattened your hearts for the day of slaughter" (5:2-6). Behind the words of James can be heard Amos of Tekoa, almost seven centuries earlier.


The Lukans writings comprise about one-quarter of the whole New Testament. These writings, with the exception of James, contain the most explicit statements on wealth, poverty, and the use of resources.75 Luke's special concern is manifest from his editing of the Markan tradition, and most important by the incorporation of L material (material found only in Luke), which is itself a combination of tradition and Lukans composition. Luke-Acts has also been that New Testament work most often invoked on issues of social justice and concern for the marginal.

The Lukans infancy narratives show a special concern for the 'anawim, people without money and power. In her Magnificat Mary praises a God who puts down the mighty from their thrones, fills the hungry with good things, and sends the rich away empty (Luke 1:52-53). The first proclamation of Jesus' birth is to people on the margin of society ("shepherds," 2:8-14); the sacrifice offered at the presentation is that determined by law for poor people (2:24); Simeon and Anna (a widow) represent faithful and just people (2:25-38). Luke begins the public ministry of Jesus not with the proclamation of the imminence of the kingdom (cf. Mark 1:15; Matt. 4:17), but with Jesus citing Isaiah 61:1-2, "the good news to the poor" (Luke 4:17-19; cf. 7:22).

Material found only in Luke shows concern for the poor and for the danger of wealth. In Luke it is simply "the poor" who are blessed and Luke adds woes against the rich and powerful. (6:20, 24-26). Luke presents Jesus in the form of an Old Testament prophet who takes the side of the widow (7:11-17, 18-1); the stranger in the land (10:25-37, 17:16), and those on the margins of society (14:12-13, 21). At the same time Luke articulates some of the harshest warnings about wealth found in the New Testament: the parables of the rich fool (12:13-21), of the unjust steward (16:1-8) and of the rich man and Lazarus (16:19-31). Though often called the "Gospel of the poor," Luke really contains far more warnings against the rich and the danger of wealth. There is no glorification or spiritualization of poverty. The good news to the poor is that wealth does not bring divine blessing, and that the fortunes of rich and poor will be reversed in the life to come. The Gospel might better be called "sad news for the wealthy."76

The Acts of the Apostles offers a somewhat different perspective. The early community is one that shares its goods in common and where there is no needy person (2:41-47; 4:32-37). Shared possession rather than disposition is the goal, and almsgiving is stressed (10:2, 4, 31; 24:37). Lydia, "the seller of purple," who was a worshipper of God, shows Paul hospitality, an example of good use of resources (16:11-15), while upper-class women and men accept the gospel (17:12). In biblical terms almsgiving is not an exercise in optional charity, but an obligation in justice so much so that in later biblical thought justice is translated as "almsgiving."77

From this sketchy overview it is clear that the Lukans writings present a dilemma. In the Gospel, riches are evil when they become such a preoccupation that they dominate a person's whole life or when a person attempts to secure the future through them, as in the case of the rich fool (12:16-21). They are also evil, as in the parable of Dives and Lazarus (16:19-31), when they blind people to the suffering neighbor at
their doorstep. Discipleship demands renunciation of one's goods and adoption of the itinerant lifestyle of Jesus. Acts does not develop the more radical statements of the Gospel. Here proper use of possessions through mutual sharing and almsgiving is commended rather than total dispossess. If hostility to the missionary was such an important aspect of Acts (and Paul), there must have been a great number of Christians who retained their homes and resources. If almsgiving is praised, the community could not have been composed of the wandering dispossessed.

Many solutions have been proposed for this dilemma, ranging from the older view of a twofold morality, one for the committed disciple and one for the ordinary Christian, to views that Luke accurately portrays the difference between the teaching of the earthly Jesus and its accommodation in the ongoing life of a first-century church.79 In the latter case the teaching of Jesus is only of historical interest and possesses no lasting value as a model or ideal for subsequent Christians.

I would suggest (somewhat tentatively) that attention to the social setting of the final composition of Luke-Acts offers guidelines for interpretation. Luke-Acts was put together most likely in a Hellenistic city between a.d. 85 and 95. At the time more and more people of relative means and higher social status were entering the church. As I noted earlier, economic difference in antiquity was accompanied by social discrimination and often scorn for "the lower classes." By stressing the radical poverty of Jesus and his first followers and by emphasizing their origins among people of low status, Luke reminds his community of their "roots." Though Jesus can be acclaimed as "Lord and Savior," titles normally reserved for the Roman emperor, he himself was of low status and died a criminal's death. His followers lived as a community without status and class division. At the same time in the Jewish tradition of almsgiving (Tobit 4:10: "For almsgiving delivers from death and keeps you from entering the darkness"), Luke exhorts his community to a proper use of wealth by putting it at the service of others. The old Deuteronomic ideal of a community where there are no needy persons has been resurrected by Luke (Deut. 15:4; Acts 4:34).

In surveying the biblical material, we have noted a consistent biblical concern for the poor and powerless, the traditional "works of mercy" (e.g., direct aid to the poor; sheltering the homeless, welcoming the stranger [immigrant]; see Matt. 25:31-46). These have undoubtedly been a part of the Church's life from its infancy, although they do not exhaust the Church's ministry of social justice. Surveying the early centuries the distinguished early church historian Peter Brown has written:

The Christian community suddenly came to appeal to men who felt deserted. At a time of inflation the Christians invested large sums of liquid capital in people; at a time of universality brutality the courage of Christian martyr was impressive; during public emergencies such as plague or rioting, the Christian clergy were shown to be the only united group in the town, able to look after the burial of the dead and to organize food supplies.79

Today both nationally and internationally the Church is summoned to be a "light to the nations" in its direct response to the tatter cloak of suffering worn by such a mass of humanity.

At the same time the biblical context of statements on the poor most often involves criticism of the abuses of the wealthy, frequent in vivid terms. The more difficult task is to appropriate the prophetic critique of wealth an injustice. The Church in the United States is a established and respected institution within modern (or even postmodern) complex ecosystemic structure. The Church also depends on the resources and generosity of people of power and wealth. One of the most demanding ministries of church leaders today is, like the author of Luke-Acts, to address people of means, helping them to recall their "roots" as a church at guiding them in proper use of resources. Church leaders can raise the consciousness of people about those very kinds of issues that have distressed church teaching over the last century and are called on to speak out as forcefully on issues of injustice as strongly as they have on protection of human life. This is certainly done by papal teaching and by the agencies of the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops, but often this teaching, because of its volume and complexity, is not appropriated or communicated to local churches. It is also inevitable that, as the Church really adopts the "option for the poor" and the powerless, it will alienate certain powerful groups and carry the cross of rejection. Throughout the world we continually see Catholics murdered because of their exposing of injustice and advocacy for the poor.

Pauline Theology and Concerns for Faith and Justice

A certain paradox confronts us when we approach Paul. On the one hand, no New Testament author uses the Greek term dikaiotes (justice) more than Paul, nor does any other author link it so explicitly with issues of faith. Yet the contemporary concern for social justice has been most often based on Old Testament considerations (the exodus, the prophetic concern for the poor) or on the teaching of Jesus. Three principal reasons explain the neglect of Paul. First, the traditional theological debate over "faith and works" and justification by faith has given a radical individualistic bent to presentations of Pauline theology, often phrased in terms of how the individual sinner finds acceptance by God. Second, since Paul is the most "theological" of the New Testament writers, it is those portions of his letters that receive prime attention. The latter sections of most letters where Paul deals with practical problems facing the communities are rushed through, nor is their relation to the theological sections developed. Third, since Albert Schweitzer, Paul has been accused of teaching only an "interior ethic." Evidence for this would be in his exhortation to people not to change their marital or social status because "the time is short." Paul's eschatological view that the shape of the world is passing away and his own personal hope to be with the Lord has made some interpreters doubt whether Paul's ethics offer any help for Christians settling in for the long haul of history. I would like to offer some suggestions on how both Paul's theology and his pastoral engagement in the lives of his communities provide resources for the faith that does justice.

Central to Paul's thought is the proclamation of the Christ event, which Joseph A. Fitzmyer has described as "the meaning that the person and lordship of Jesus of Nazareth had and still has for human history and existence."80 It is equivalent to "objective redemption" and comprises "the complex of decisive moments of the earthly and risen life of Jesus Christ," specifically, his Passion, death, and resurrection along with his burial, exaltation, and heavenly intercession. This Christ event as proclaimed and lived by Paul has a number of implications for issues of social justice.81

The Christ Event as the Foundation of Christian Faith Demands Responsibility for the World

Christian faith in the death and resurrection is not simply faith in the promise of eternal life, but faith in the victory over death achieved in Jesus. Through baptism Christians participate already in this victory: "We were buried therefore with him by baptism into death, so that as Christ was raised from the dead by the glory of the Father, we too might walk in the newness of life" (Rom. 6:4). Here in Romans, Paul does not say, as does the author of Colossians (3:1), that Christians "were raised with Christ." The resurrection has an ethical counterpart: "walking in the newness of life." Also in Paul, the Christian contrast is not between earth and heaven or between material and spiritual reality but between the "old age" and "the new" (see esp. Rom. 8:2 Cor. 5:16-21). Fundamental to new life in Christ is the experience of "power": "With great power the Apostles gave testimony to the resurrection of the Lord Jesus" (Acts 4:32-37; cf. 1 Cor. 1:18-31; Phil. 3:10). The Christian is to be a witness in mission of the victory over death and the transforming power of the resurrection. To pursue the quest for justice in faith means that the Christian walks in confidence that evil is not Lord of life and that even death for the sake of others cannot separate a person from the love of God (Rom. 8:28-39).
Justification of the Sinner by God’s Grace through Faith Results in a Personal and Communal Liberation That Enables People to Live for Others Rather Than for Self

Theologically, Paul states that the Christ event frees the Christian from sin, law, and death. Equally important as this “freedom from” is the Pauline notion of “freedom for.” Paul states this succinctly: “For freedom Christ has set us free” (Gal. 5:1a). Freedom for Paul is liberation from the self-serving and self-destructive aspects of “striving” and “boasting” in human achievements in order to direct one’s attention to the needs of others. In Galatians, which, along with Romans is his major theological statement on justification, after somewhat polemically rejecting those opponents who want to reimpose Jewish practices on Gentile Christians, Paul says: “For you were called for freedom, brothers and sisters. But do not use this freedom as an opportunity for self-indulgence” [Gal. 5:13], but through love become servants of one another” (5:13). Paul then goes on to describe “walking according to the spirit” and “walking according to the flesh” (5:16–21). The virtues and vices listed here for the most part either foster or destroy life in community. Paul then concludes this whole section with the statement: “Bear one another’s burdens, and so you will fulfill the law of Christ” (6:2). Therefore, the justified and grace Christian is a person who seeks a community not of isolated individuals, but one in which concern for the weak and suffering is the touchstone of living according to the law of Christ.

Pastoral Practice

As he addresses issues that arise in his communities, Paul translates his theological vision into practice. Throughout his missionary career, he organized collections for the poor churches of Judea (1 Cor. 16:1–4; 2 Cor. 8–9). He also personally visited these churches (2 Cor. 11:1–13). The practices of the Corinthians are a direct affront to the example of Christ. By preferring their own good and shaming other members of the community of lower social and economic status, they are making a mockery of the Eucharist. This explains Paul’s harsh judgment that, in effect, the community is not really celebrating the Lord’s Supper. Paul’s directives here show that issues of justice and concern for the more vulnerable members of the community enter into the most central act of Christian community, the celebration of the Lord’s Supper. They also show Paul’s constant concern for the weaker members of the community and the concern for the creation of a community in which economic and social divisions do not invalidate the faith that the community as a whole professes. Contemporary Christians are faced with the challenge to join together worship and social action, to live in such a fashion that there is no gap between the faith they celebrate on Sunday and the way they live the other six days of the week.

TOWARD APPROPRIATION OF THE BIBLICAL WITNESS

The purpose of this chapter thus far has been twofold: to call attention to those principal biblical texts that would inform the Christian conscience on issues of social and economic justice (Ricoeur’s “first naïveté”) and to present some explanation and interpretation of these texts, along with bibliographical resources for further study. Now I would like, again in debt to Ricoeur, to propose some suggestions for the continuing appropriation of the biblical tradition.

In a seminal essay Ricoeur states that “interpretation concerns essentially the power of the work to disclose a world” and that interpretation “overcomes distanciation” and “actualizes the meaning of the text for the present reader.” He then notes that “appropriation is the concept which is suitable for the actualization of meaning as addressed to someone” and “as appropriation, interpretation becomes an event.” Ricoeur understands “appropriation” in the terms of the German Auslegen, which conveys the sense of making one’s own what was initially “alien.” The English neologism owning-bip might well capture Ricoeur’s understanding. Appropriation involves both dispossession and a new possession. It involves moving beyond both sedimented meanings of texts as well as the myth of subjectivity where the person “subjects” meaning to intention. Appropriation follows the “arrow of meaning” in a text and engenders a new self-understanding. The cryptic phrase arrow of meaning is important since, throughout his works on biblical interpretation, Ricoeur speaks of the “surplus of meaning” of biblical
texts and of following the direction of the text itself rather than literal reproduction. In areas of social justice the direction to which the text points opens ways to new applications and new appropriations.

Sandra Schneider, who has herself appropriated carefully the methods of Paul Ricoeur and Hans Gadamé, describes the process of appropriation as primarily the "fusion of horizons," whereby "the world horizon of the reader fuses with the horizon of the world projected by the text." She then states: "Appropriation of the meaning of a text, the transformative achievement of interpretation, is neither mastery of the text by the reader (an extraction of its meaning by the application of method) nor mastery of a reader by the text (a blind submission to what the text says) but an ongoing dialogue with the text about its subject matter." If appropriation (making one's own) is to continue as part of the ecclesial praxis of the church, I would like to propose some elements that will foster ongoing appropriation.

First, if the Bible is to remain a dialogue partner with issues of social justice, a continuing task will be to maintain the power of the biblical renewal so that the people of God, pastoral ministers, and church leaders will continue to be enriched and challenged by biblical texts. There is constant need to "renew the renewal." Yet, as Francis Moloney, the Katherine Drexel Professor of Religious Studies at The Catholic University of America and former member of the Vatican Theological Commission, has written recently: "There is every indication that the golden era of biblical enthusiasm in the Catholic Church is on the wane. There is a return to a new dogmatism." This new dogmatism is shown in the tendency to prefer the Catechism of the Catholic Church over biblical teaching and to ground theology and ethics almost exclusively in magisterial statements. Such new dogmatism will stifle the continued exploration of the relation of the Bible to issues of justice, wider than those selected in this chapter. In this volume, following the magisterial tradition since Pope Leo XIII, "social justice" has been understood mainly in relation to socioeconomic issues, and the biblical themes chosen have followed this lead. Yet biblical justice, that is, forging right relationships between God and humanity and within the human family, must today confront a range of issues often more fundamental than socioeconomic ones. Issues of gender and of war and peace are glaring omissions from the present chapter, mainly because they have not been the central focus of the corpus of social teaching covered in this volume. Future concerns would bring the Bible to bear on the reconciliation of differences between groups that demonize each other, often over long suppressed hatreds, and the propensity toward lethal violence that often invokes the Bible itself as a warrant. In these areas and others that will emerge, the biblical renewal must be continually renewed.

At the same time Catholic tradition and practice is not "biblicist," and the Bible will always be in dialogue with other sources. In a programmatic essay James Gustafson argues that "comprehensive and coherent theological ethics must be adequate with reference to the four following sources": (1) the Bible and Christian tradition; (2) philosophical methods, insights, and principles; (3) scientific information and methods that are relevant; and (4) human experience, broadly conceived. Since each of these "reference points" has its own methods and challenges, dialogue between them must involve communities of interpretation that engage in multiple conversations between the disciplines themselves, as well as between sacred texts, traditions, and possible applications. Today's application could easily become tomorrow's horror, as history sadly confirms.

Communities of interpretation must also be communities of faithful witness. A significant obstacle to the engagement of the Bible and issues of social justice is often the absence of integrity between proclamation and practice. Both the Old and New Testaments summon religious leaders and people of faith to an integrity of belief and practice (see esp. Isa 9:1–6; Jer. 29:13–14, cited in Mark 7:6; Matt 7:21–28; James 1:22). The social doctrine of the Church often seems produced for external consumption rather than internal appropriation. Though selection of the hierarchy is cloaked in secrecy, the average Catholic would be hard pressed to say that concern for social justice has been a major criterion in the appointment of bishops. There have been many instances where bishops, noted for their commitment to the poor and to their confrontation with powerful forces, are succeeded by those opposed to those very commitments. Theologians are often stronger in articulating a prophetic vision than living it. The Church has been consistently one of the strongest world advocates for human rights and just treatment of all people, yet one can only wonder if these same concerns guide church authorities when dealing with internal issues.

In conclusion, the engagement of biblical studies with Catholic social teaching, though relatively recent, offers much promise, especially in shaping the Catholic conscience and imagination, and also in forming communities of concern. One can only hope that this engagement will lead to a long and fruitful marriage.
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94. In an interview Cardinal Carlo M. Martini recently retired archbishop of Milan who personally has used the study of the Bible to revitalize the Church, especially among young people in his diocese, remarked that there is still resistance to biblical renewal and suggests that a synod of bishops be called to consider how the Church has responded to Dei verbum. Gerald O’Connell, “A Pastor’s Vision, The Tablet 247 (July 10, 1993): 876–78 at 877.
96. In reviewing the Catechism of the Catholic Church, a leading Catholic exegete Luke Johnko observes “how completely this catechism ignores the results of biblical scholarship. The code for reading the Gospels is the same used by Augustine in Aquinas.” See, “The Catechism: Four Responses Commonal 120 (May 7, 1993): 16–18 at 17. The Catechism treats social justice under the seventh commandment, thus giving the concept a finite and negative focus. Nor does the Catechism refers those prophetic texts that have so influenced usus of social justice, and while urging charity toward the poor and warning against greed, the phrase option f the poor never appears in the Catechism.
97. In a recent essay, when discussing justice toward others (philosophically understood) and love P. Ricoeur writes, “Love presses justice to enlarge its circle of mutual recognition,” and gives as example “Gandhi, Martin Luther King, Jr., and others.” S. André LeCoque and Paul Ricoeur, Thinking Biblically: Exegetical and Hermeneutical Studies (Chicago University of Chicago Press, 1998), 130. The unaid of biblical justice proposed in this chapter includes such love.
99. Ricoeur speaks of a “community of reading and interpretation” and states, “It is in interpreting the Scriptures in question, that the community interprets itself.” Thinking Biblically, xvi. A different model of communities of interpretation has been proposed by the South African theologian Gerald O. West: “The Bible must be read from the perspective of the poor and marginalized, that the Bible must be read together with the poor and marginalized, that Bible reading is related to social transformation, and, significantly, that the Bible must be read critically.” The Academy of the Poor: Towards a Dialogic Reading of the Bible (Sheffield, England: Sheffield Academic, 1999), 106.
100. The most dramatic examples of this practice have been the appointment of the archconservative José Cardosa Sobrinho to the see of Recife, Brazil, after the resignation of Dom Helder Câmara in 1985, and of the Opus Dei Archbishop Fernando Sáenz Lacalle to the archdiocese of San Salvador after the death of Salesian Archbishop Arturo Rivera Damas in 1994, who himself followed the assassinated Archbishop Oscar Romero (d. March 24, 1980).
101. Most sobering is the late Bernard Haring’s painful collection that he stood before Hitler’s military court four times on life-and-death issues, and would have preferred that again to the manner in which he was treated by the members of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith. Rather sadly, he notes, one major difference was that the Nazi accusations were true—he was not submissive to that regime—while the curial accusations were false. See Bernhard Häring, My Witness for the Church, ed. and trans. Leonard Swidler (New York: Paulist, 1992), 123–32. See also Cherrie Booth, Q.C. (the wife of the British prime minister and herself a Catholic), “A Catholic Perspective on Human Rights,” The Tablet (June 21, 2003): 4–7. While quite laudatory of the Church’s influence on the international dialogue about human rights, Booth points out that “the Church sees its duty to speak out on human rights where it has considerable influence but does not direct power to effect change,” but then she asks, “What about respect for human rights within the Church itself, where the Church has actual authority to make a difference?” (7).
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Natural Law in Catholic Social Teachings

STEPHEN J. POPE

INTRODUCTION

This chapter examines the meaning and uses of natural law within Catholic social teachings. It intends to provide a brief overview of natural law in Catholic social teachings and to inform readers of the issues with which natural law theologians typically grapple. It is organized into three major sections: the historical development of natural law reflection, its evolution in Catholic social teachings, and major challenges it faces in the twenty-first century.

HISTORICAL CONTEXT

We begin with a sketch of the historical origins and development of natural law ethics in order to understand the major influences and sources at work in this feature of Catholic social teachings.

Ancient and Medieval Origins

The remote origins of natural law ethics lie in Greek and Roman philosophy and law. Aristotle spoke of doing the right or the just act. He contrasted what is "just by nature" from what is "just by convention." In the early second century before the common era, the Romans began to make a critically important distinction between the civil law (ius civile) that pertained to citizens of Rome and the law common to all nations (ius gentium) used to govern the peoples of Italy and the Roman provinces. Up until this time, the laws of the Roman state, like that of other ancient laws, applied only to its own citizens. This legal development resonated with a current Hellenistic philosophical and rhetorical distinction between the positive laws governing particular political communities and the natural law that exists everywhere prior to its official enactment by any particular state. The Stoics maintained that moral law is rooted in nature (physis) rather than only constructed by convention (nomos), and that moral virtues can be identified by reason reflecting on nature. Cicero (106–43 B.C.) understood true law as "right reason in agreement with nature" (ratio naturae congruens)" and to be universally binding for all places and times.

The Roman jurist Gaius (fl. A.D. 130–180) identified the natural law with the "law of nations" (ius gentium). The influential legal theorist Ulpian (c. 170–228), however, defined natural law quite differently—as "that which nature teaches all animals" (id quod natura omnia animalia docet). Thus he regarded the natural law not as something only common to all human beings but rather an ordering shared by humans and all other animals, for example,
out of natural law comes marriage and the pro-
creation and rearing of children. Ambiguity and
disagreement among the major legal
authorities regarding the relation between the
"natural law" and the "law of nations" would be
passed on to medieval natural law and from
there into Catholic social teachings.

The first Christians saw creation as the
reflection of the Creator's wise governance.
Scripture teaches that wisdom "reaches might-
ily from one end of the earth to the other
and she orders all things well" (Wisdom 8:1,
NRSV). Early Christian thinkers like the apolo-
gists Athenagoras (177) and Justin Martyr
(165) found congenial the Stoic notion of
a natural moral order grasped by reason and
binding on all human beings. Justin argued in
his famous Dialogue with Trypho that God
instructs every race about the content of justice
and that this is why everyone grasps the evil of
homicide, adultery, and other sins. The Church
turned to natural law for two principal reasons.
First, the central normative
document of the faith, the sacred scripture,
spokes in many different voices about moral
and social issues. It provides neither a moral
philosophy nor an extensive body of law with
which to govern political communities. The
distinguished historian Henry Chadwick actu-
alistically considered it of "providential importance"
that the writers of the New Testament did not
attempt to "philosophize." The fact that the
gospel was not tied to any first-century specu-
lative system, Chadwick pointed out, leaves it
free alternatively to criticize and to draw from
classical philosophies as needed. Some early
Christians hated "the world," but others sought
intellectual resources or "mediating languages"
help them think in a systematic way about
the implications of faith for social, economic,
and political matters. Natural law provided
such a resource, particularly as Christians
came to assimilate Roman culture and civil law.

Second, Christians in the Roman Empire,
ot entirely unlike Christians today, faced the
problem of communicating their convictions to
citizens who did not necessarily share their
religious convictions. Indeed, some were out-
wardly hostile to them. Natural law provided a
conceptual vehicle for preserving, explaining,
and reflecting on the moral requirements
embedded in human nature and for expressing
these claims to wider audiences. Early Chris-
tians drew from St. Paul's recognition that the
Gentiles are able to know divine attributes from
what God has made in the creation
(Rom. 1:19–21). In what became the scriptural
_how classicus_ for the natural law tradition, and a
key text for the social encyclicals (e.g., _PT 5_)
Paul observed that when Gentiles observe by
nature the prescriptions of the law, they show
that "the demands of the law are written in their
hearts" (Rom. 2:14–15). Arguing against
those who assume that possession of the
coeval natural law is sufficient, Paul argued that
the conscience of the good pagan bears witness to
the natural roots of the moral law. On this
Pauline basis the great Alexandrian theologian
Origen (185–254) could explain how reason-
able pagans grasp the binding force of natural
equity and the Golden Rule. Even a person
who does not believe in Christ, he wrote, "may
yet do good works, may keep justice and love
mercy, preserve chastity and continence, keep
modesty and gentleness, and do every good
work." St. Augustine (354–430), engaged in a
protracted anti-Manichean polemic, contrasted
the changeable and flawed "temporal law" with
the immutable "eternal law" through which
God governs all of creation. God orders the
material world through the eternal law, which
in turn provides the ultimate basis for temporal
law. From this root grew the principle used in
twentieth-century civil disobedience move-
ments that an unjust law is not binding.
Augustine's tract _Contra Faustum_ argued that
the eternal law commands human beings to
respect the natural order. Just as God com-
manded the fleeing Hebrews to despise the
Egyptians, Augustine argued, so Christians
ought to use the riches of pagan philosophy
more effectively to preach the gospel.

In the sixth century the first Byzantine
emperor Justinian I (483–565) ordered the draft-
ing of the massive _Corpus iuris civilis_ to provide
legal structures for the empire on the basis of
ancient Roman law. This work became the
most influential treatment of Western law until
the nineteenth century. The _Corpus_ included the
_Codex_, a collection and codification of earlier
imperial statutes; the _Institutes_, an introductory
textbook of law; and the _Digest_, a compilation
of important legal opinions of Roman jurists.
Justinian sponsored the assimilation of Ulpian's
famous definition of natural law as what nature
teaches all animals but, in contradiction to him,
identified the law of nations with the natural
law. Justinian was more responsible than any
other figure of the time for the handing down of
natural law doctrine into the medieval period.

In the twelfth century the eminent legal
scholar Gratian wrote the _Decretum_ (completed
by c. 1140), which became one of the most
important texts on ecclesiastical law up until
the promulgation of the Code of Canon Law
in 1917. Gratian wanted to bring greater intel-
ligibility and harmony to ecclesiastical law and
to communicate it effectively to others. He
defined natural law as what is contained in the
"Law and the Gospels." The _Decretum_ incorpo-
rated Isidore of Seville's doctrine of natural
right as the law common to all peoples, and
taught that any provisions of human law that
contradict natural law are "null and void." Natural
law doctrine was gradually expanded to
accommodate a new recognition of what
have come to be called "subjective rights." Medival
canon lawyers began to speak of right
(_ius_) as a "liberty," "power," or "faculty" pos-
sessed by an individual. A person, for example,
has a "right" to marry under the law. Distingui-
shing natural law from customary law, Gra-
tian thought of "right" primarily as objective
law, but his later-twelfth-century followers
Hugaccio (c. 1180) and Rufinus (c. 1160)
expanded the term to include a new notion of
"subjective rights," for example, regarding self-
defense, marriage, and property (including the
right of the poor to sustenance). This usage
was a precursor to the development of modern
subjective "natural rights," but at the time it was
subordinate to duties and considered secondary
in importance to the natural law.

St. Thomas Aquinas (1225–74) produced the
most famous exposition of natural law
ethics. He gave law its classical definition as an
ordinance of reason for the common good,
promulgated by him who has care of the
community. As Thomas regarded law—the "rule
and measure of acts"—as essentially the product
of reason rather than the will. He underscored
the inherent reasonableness of law rather than
its enforcement by means of coercion.

Thomas developed a more systematic treat-
ment of the distinction between different types
of law than had any of his predecessors. He
used the notion of law analogously to encum-
pass physical, human, and divine affairs. He dis-
tinguished (1) the "eternal law" governing
everything in the universe, (2) the "divine law"
revealed first in the Old Law of the Hebrew
Bible and then in the New Law, (3) the "natural
law" that sets the fundamental moral standards
for human conduct, and (4) the "human law"
created by civil authorities who have care for
the social order. Because the simple promptings
of nature do not suffice to meet the typically very
complex needs of human beings, reason is
required to penetrate and extend the normative
implications of natural law. Natural law requires
acts to which nature does not spontaneously
incline but which reason identifies as good.

Thomas's synthetic theory of natural law
was made possible by his adoption of the newly
reintroduced Aristotelian philosophy of nature.
Aristotle's _Physics_ defined nature as an "intrinsic
principle of motion and rest," that is, as act-
ing for an end rather than randomly. A being's
intrinsic "end" or "nature" is simply "what each
ting is when fully developed" and its extrin-
sec end concerns its proper place within the
natural world. Human beings ought to live
"according to nature" (kata physein), that is, in
such a way as to fulfill the intrinsic functions or
purposes built into the structure of human
nature. The intrinsic finality of human nature
inclines, of course, by no means determines,
the will of a free human being to his or her
proper end, namely, the human good.

Thomas associated the habit of _syndesis_
with the Pauline law "written on the heart"
(Rom. 2:15). Practical reason naturally orients
each person to the good and away from evil,
and so the first principle of practical reason is
that we ought to seek good and avoid evil. The
principal injunction “do good and avoid evil” receives concrete specification from natural human inclinations. We share with other natural objects the inclination to preserve our existence; we share with other animals biological inclinations to food, water, sex, and the like; and we share within one another rational inclinations to know the truth about God and to live in political community. In this way, Thomas coordinated Cicero’s “right reason in agreement with nature” (recta ratio naturae congruenta) with Ulpinian’s “what nature teaches to all animals.” These levels move from the more elemental to the more distinctively human, with the former taken up and ordered by the latter. This framework later supports John XXIII’s affirmation that “the common good touches the whole man, the need both of his body and his soul” (PT 57). In this way, natural law avoids the two opposite extremes of reductive materialism and otherworldly idealism.

This broad context enables one to make sense of Thomas’s most famous description of the natural law as the “rational creature’s participation in the eternal law.” The natural law is what governs beings who are rational, free, and spiritual and at the same time material and organic. Thomas understood the philosophical framework for ethics in primarily Aristotelian terms, but its theological framework in primarily Augustinean terms. Thomas concurred with Augustine’s view of the cosmos as a perfectly ordered whole within which the lower parts are subordinated to the higher. Augustine regarded the eternal ideas in the mind of God as constituting an immutable order or “eternal law” to which all that exists is subject. Human beings are subject to this order in a rational way, by means of our intelligence and freedom. Indeed, human beings take part in providence by providing for themselves and others and in this way partake in the eternal law in ways unavailable to other animals.

The cardinal virtues empower the person to act naturally and thereby to attain some degree of happiness in this life, but the theological virtues, animated by grace, order the person to the ultimate human end, the beatific vision. The ancient admonishment to “follow nature,” then, did not prescribe imitating animal behavior but rather required acting in accord with the inner demands of one’s own deepest desire for the good. Because human nature is rational Thomas pointed out, it is natural for each person to take pleasure in the contemplation of truth and in the exercise of virtue.

Later Catholic social teachings also build upon another fundamental element in Thomas’s anthroplogy: its acknowledgment of the person as naturally social and political. We exist by nature as parts of larger social wholes of which we depend for our existence and functioning, and these provide instrumental reason for participating in political community. Ye political community is also intrinsically valuable as the only context in which we can satisfy our natural inclination to mutual love and friendship. The person cannot be completely subordinated to the group, like the worker bee to the hive, since the person is not ordered to any particular temporal community as the highest end. This is not because the person is an isolated monad, but because he or she is member of a much larger and more important body, the universal community of all creation. As ontologically prior, the person is ultimately served by the state rather than vice versa. Natural law thus sets the framework for the rejection of two extremes later opposed by Catholic social teachings: individualism, which values the part at the expense of the whole, and collectivism, which values the whole at the expense of the part.

Thomas interpreted justice in terms of natural ends. Right (ius) obtains when purposes are respected and fulfilled, for example, when parents care for their children. He thus understood right “in human relations, objectively, as the object of justice” and “the just thing itself,” and not as a claim made by one individual over another against others (right as a moral faculty, the notion of “subjective right”). Thus the wrongfulness of the vice of usury, the unjust taking of interest, lies in its violation of the purpose of money, and lying because “false signification violates the natural purpose of human speech.” More positively, Thomas affirmed the inherent goodness of sexual intercourse when it fulfills its natural purposes. Against the dualists of his day, he held that nothing genuinely natural can be innately sinful.

Natural law learns about natural purposes from a variety of sources, including philosophy and science. Thomas used available scientific analyses of the order of nature to support normative claims regarding the human body, the creation of women, the nature of the passions, and the like. Modern moralists criticize this reliance on Ulpinian’s “physicism” on the grounds that it gives excessive priority to biological structures at the expense of distinctively rational capacities, but at least it made clear that human nature should not be reduced to consciousness, rationality, and will.

Thomas believed the most basic moral standards could be, and in fact were, known by almost everyone. These include, in capsule form, the Golden Rule and, in somewhat more amplified form, the second table of the Decalogue. Yet he thought that revealed divine law was necessary, among other things, to make up for the deficiency of human judgment, to provide certain moral knowledge, especially in concrete matters, and to give finite human beings knowledge of the highest good, the beatific vision. Reason is competent to grasp the precepts that promote imperfect happiness in this life, both the individual life of virtue and the more encompassing common good of the wider community. It suffers from obvious limitations but it nevertheless has broad competence to grasp the goods proper to human nature and to identify the virtues by which they are attained. Thomas even claimed that there would be no need for divine law if human beings were ordered only to their natural end rather than to a supernatural end.

The Rise of Modern Natural Law

Historians trace the origins of the new modern theory of natural law to a number of major influences too complex to do more than simply acknowledge here. Four factors will be mentioned: nominalism, “second Scholasticism,” international law, and the liberal rights theory of Hobbes and his intellectual heirs. The emergence of nominalism inaugurated a movement away from the Thomistic attempt to base ethics on universal characteristics of human nature. Its shift of attention away from the general to the particular thereby inaugurated a new focus of attention on the individual and his or her subjective rights. The complementary development of voluntarism gave priority to the will rather than the intellect and to the good, as distinct from the true.

The English Franciscan William of Ockham (c. 1266-1349) replaced the will’s necessity to the good with a radical freedom to choose between opposites (the so-called freedom of indifference). This led to a new focus on obligation and law and to the displacement of virtue from the center of the moral life. If God functions with divine “freedom of indifference,” then moral obligations are products of the divine will rather than the divine understanding of the human good. Since God’s will is utterly free, God could have decreed, for example, adultery to be morally obligatory. Ockham subtly changed natural law theory by interpreting it in a way that gave new force to the subjective notion of right. He did so in part for practical reasons, both to support Franciscans who wanted to renounce their natural right to property, as well as to defend those who sought moral limits to the power of the pope. Ockham, however, continued to regard subjective right as subordinate to natural law.

The rise of “second Scholasticism” in the Renaissance constituted another factor influencing the development of modern natural law theory. The Spanish Dominican Francisco de Vitoria (1483-1546) developed an account of universal human dignity in the course of mounting arguments to refute philosophical justifications offered for the European exploitation of the native peoples of the Americas. His De Indis argued from the basic humanity of the natives to their natural right of control and action (dominium) over their own bodies and possessions, right to self-governance, and the right to self-defense.

The Spanish Jesuit Francisco Suárez (1548-1617), author of the massive De legibus et legislatore Deo, contributed significantly to the slow
accretion of voluntaristic presuppositions into the natural law. Suárez understood morality primarily as conformity to law. Since law and moral obligation can only be produced by a will, human nature in itself can only be said to carry natural inclinations to the good but no morally obligatory force. On one level, Suárez concurred with Thomas's judgment that reason can discover the content of the human good, but unlike his famous forbear he held that its morally binding force comes only from the will of God. Suárez moved from this moral voluntarism to develop an account of subjective right as a moral faculty in every individual. He assumed without argument the full compatibility of Thomistic natural law with the newer notion of subjective rights.

The practical need to obtain greater stability in relations among the newly established European nation-states provided a third major stimulus for the development of modern natural law theory. The viciousness and length of the wars of religion in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries underscored the need for a theory of law and political organization able to transcend confessional boundaries.

Dutch Protestant jurist Hugo Grotius (1585–1645), known as the "Father of International Law," constructed a version of rights-based natural law in order to provide a framework for ethics in his intensely combative and religiously divided age. Grotius's early work was occasioned by the seizure of a ship at sea in territory lying outside the boundaries controlled by law. His major work, De jure belli et pacis (1625), offered the first systematic attempt to regulate international conflict by means of just war criteria; many of its provisions were incorporated into later Geneva conventions.

Grotius understood natural law largely in terms of rights. In this way he anticipated developments in the twentieth century. Following the Spanish Scholastics, he understood rights to be qualities possessed by all human beings as such rather than as members of this or that particular political community. He held that the norms of natural law are established by reason and are universal: they bind morally even if, though impossible (etiamsi darenaus), there were no God—a claim found neither in the earlier moral theology of Thomas Aquinas nor in later Catholic social teachings. Protection of these norms is morally necessary for any just social order. From this theoretical principle he could derive the practical conclusion that even parties at war are obligated to respect the rights of their enemies.

Natural law theories evolved in direction Grotius never intended. They came to regard the human predicament as essentially conflictual, apolitical, and even antisoial. The Peace of Westphalia (1648) established the modern system of international politics centered on the sovereign nation-state, the context for the political reflections of later Catholic social teaching in documents like Pacem in terris and Dignitatis humanae. Though Grotius was a sincere Christian with no desire to secularize natural law the ory, he believed in the sake of agreement that it was necessary to abandon speculation on the highest good, the ideal regime, or anything more elevated than a minimal vision of Christian belief. This period generated the first pro posals to approach morality from a purely empirical perspective in order to establish a "science of morals." From this point on, the major theoreticians of natural law were lawyers and philosophers rather than theologians. Through the influence of Grotius, natural law was established as the dominant mode of moral reflection in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

A fourth and definitively modern interpretation of natural law was developed by Thoma Hobbes (1588–1679) and his followers. Hobbes produced the first fully modern theory of rights-based natural law. His originality lies in part in the way he attempted to begin his analysis of human nature from the "new science" and to break completely with the classics Aristotelian teleological philosophy of nature that had permeated the writings of the "schoolmen." Modern science from the time of Bacon conceived of nature as a machine that can be analyzed sufficiently by reducing it wholes to simple parts and then investigating how they function via efficient and material causality. Following Galileo, Hobbes held that all matter was in motion and would continue in motion unless resisted by other forces. He strove to apply the rules of Euclidean geometry and physics to human behavior for the joint purposes of explanation and control. Modern science was concerned with uniformity of operations or "natural necessity," which stood in sharp contrast to the classical notion of nature composed of Aristotelian finalities that act only "for the most part." Only in a universe empty of telleis, explains Michael Sandel, "is it possible to conceive a subject apart from and prior to its purposes and ends. Only a world unguided by a purposive order leaves principles of justice open to human construction and conceptions of the good to individual choice. The coupling of the new mechanistic philosophy of nature with a voluntaristic philosophy of law led to a radical recasting of the meaning of natural law.

Politics and ethics, like science, seek to conquer and control nature. Hobbes held that each individual is first and foremost self-seeking, not naturally inclined to "do good and avoid evil." We are not naturally parts of larger social wholes, but rather artificially connected to them by choices based on calculating self-interest. He abandoned the classical admonition to "follow nature" and to cultivate the virtues appropriate to it. There are accordingly no natural duties to other people that correspond to natural rights. The "right of nature" is prior to the institution of morality. The "Right of Nature" (ius naturale) is "the Liberty each man hath, to use his own power, as he will himself, for the preservation of his own Nature; that is, to say, of his own Life; and consequently, of doing any thing, which in his own Judgment, and Reason, hee shall conceive to be the aptest means thereunto." In stark contrast to Thomas Aquinas, Hobbes separated right (ius) from law (lex): Right, consists in liberty to do, or forbear; whereas Law, determineth, and bindeth to one them; so that Law, and Right, differ as much, as Obligation, and Liberty. By nature individuals possess liberty without duty or intrinsic moral limits. Nothing could be further from Hobbes's view of humanity than the presumption of early Catholic social teachings that each person is, as Leo XIII put it, "the steward of God's providence, [and] expected to act for the benefit of others" (RN 22).

Hobbes derived a set of nineteen "natural laws" from the foundation of self-preservation: to seek peace, form a social contract, keep covenants, and so on. Only the will of the sovereign can impose political order on individuals who are naturally in a state of war with one another. Law is, and ought to be, nothing but the expression of the will of the sovereign. There is no higher moral law outside of positive law and the social contract, hence Hobbes's rather chilling inference that "no law can be unjust." Lutheran Samuel von Pufendorf (1632–94) is sometimes known as the "German Hobbes." De jure naturae et gentium (1672) followed the Hobbesian logic that individuals enter into society to obtain the security and order necessary for individual survival. Pufendorf believed nature to be fundamentally egoistic and therefore only made to serve higher purposes by the force of external compulsion. If the natural order is utterly amoral, God's will determines what is good and what is evil and then imposes it on humanity by divine command. We are commanded by God to be sociable and to obey out of fear of punishment. (Natural law would collapse, Pufendorf believed, if theism were undermined.) Morality here is thus anything but living "according to nature"—on the contrary, natural law ethics combat the utter amorality of nature. Pufendorf, like Grotius, sought to provide international norms on the basis of natural law moral principles that are universally valid and acceptable whatever one's religious confession. It led the way to later attempts to construct a purely secular natural law moral theory.

John Locke (1632–1704), especially in his Essays on the Law of Nature (1667) and Second Treatise on Civil Government (1690), followed his predecessors' interest in limiting quarrels by establishing laws independent of both sectarian religious beliefs and controversial metaphysical claims about the highest good. Locke agreed with Hobbes that natural right exists in the presocial state of nature. Human beings abandon the anarchic state of nature and enter into
the social contract for the sake of greater security. The purpose of government is then to protect “Lives, Liberties, and Estates.”59 When it fails to do so, the people have a right to seek a better regime. Loccianan legal function was the “foundation” of positive laws, the first of which is that “all mankind” is to be preserved,60 and positive laws draw their binding power from this foundation.61

Modern natural lawyers came to agree on the individualistic basis of natural rights and their priority to natural law. Loccianan natural right grounds religious toleration, a position only acceptable to Catholic social teachings (though on different grounds) with the promulgation of Dignitatis humanae in 1965. Since moral goodness was increasingly regarded as a private matter—what is good for one person might be bad for another—society could be expected only to protect the right of individuals to make up their own minds about the good life. The gradual dominance of modern ethics by legal language, and the eclipse of appeals to virtue, had an enormous influence on early Catholic social teachings.62

Loccianan natural law had a profound influence on Rousseau, Hume, Jefferson, Kant, Montesquieu, and other influential modern social thinkers, but leading philosophers came in turn to subject modern natural law to a variety of significant criticisms. Immanuel Kant (1724–1805), to mention one important figure, regarded traditional natural law theory as fatally flawed in its understanding of both “nature” and “law.” He judged Aristotelian philosophy of nature and ethics to be completely inadequate: if “nature” is “the sum of the objects of experience” that can be perceived through the senses and subject to experimentation by the natural sciences,63 then it cannot generate moral obligations. If “ethics” is concerned about good will, then it cannot be built upon the foundation of human happiness or flourishing.

Kant regarded classical natural law as suffering from the fatal flaw of “heteronomy,” that is, of leaving moral decisions to authority rather than requiring individuals to function as autonomous moral agents.64 Kant held that since the will alone has moral worth, its rightness depends on the conformity of the agent’s will to reason rather than on the practical consequences of his or her acts or their ability to produce happiness. An animal conforms to nature because it has no choice but to act from instinct, but the rational agent acts from the dictates of reason as determined by the “categorical imperative.” Kant’s understanding of the rational agent provided a powerful basis for an ethic based on respect for persons, a doctrine of individual rights, and an affirmation of the dignity of the human person. Strains of Kant’s ethics, mediated through both the negative and the positive ways in which it shaped phenomenology and personalism, came to influence the ethic of John Paul II. One does not find in the writings of John Paul II an agreement with Kant’s belief in the sufficiency of reason, of course, but there is a recurrent emphasis on the dignity of the person on the right of each person to respect, and the absolute centrality of human rights within any just social order.

In the nineteenth century, natural law was superseded by the utilitarianism of Jeremy Bentham (1748–1832) and John Stuart Mill (1806–73). Bentham attempted to base ethics on an account of nature—“nature has placed mankind under the governance of two sovereign masters, pain and pleasure”—but he was adamantly opposed to natural law and dismissed natural rights as “fictions” that present obstacles to social reform. The primary opposition to natural law in the past two centuries has come from various forms of positivism that regarded morality as an attempt to codify and justify conventional social norms.

CATHOLIC SOCIAL TEACHINGS

Catholic social teachings from Leo XII through John Paul II have been influenced in various ways, either by way of agreement or by way of disagreement, by these natural law traditions. They have selectively incorporated sometimes to the consternation of purists, both modern natural rights theories as well as the older views of medieval jurists and Scholastici theologians. For purposes of convenience, Catholic social teachings are often divided into two main periods: one preceding Gaudium et spes and the second following from it. Literature from the former period was primarily philosophical and its theological claims generally drew from the doctrine of creation. It employed natural law argumentation in an explicit, direct, and fairly consistent manner; its philosophical framework was neo-scholastic. Literature from the more recent period has been explicitly biblical and its claims are drawn more often from the doctrine of Christ; it presumes the existence of the natural law but uses it in a more restricted, indirect, and selective fashion. Its philosophical matrix has attempted to combine neoscholasticism with continental philosophy, and particularly existentialism, personalism, and phenomenology.

The term neoscholasticism refers to a philosophical movement in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to return to the medieval Scholastics and their commentators (particularly Jesuit and Dominican) in order to provide a comprehensive philosophical system that could counter secular philosophies.

Leo XIII

The first encyclical of Leo XIII (1878–1903), Aeterni patris (August 4, 1879), called on the Church "to restore the golden wisdom of St. Thomas."65 Leo was concerned from early in his papacy about the danger posed to civil society from socialism and communism. Adherents of these ideologies, he thought, refuse to obey higher powers, proclaim the absolute equality of all individuals, degrade the natural union of man and wife, and assail the right to private property.

Leo XIII’s 1885 encyclical Immortale dei (On the Christian Constitution of State) justified government as a natural institution against those extreme liberals who regarded it as a necessary evil.66 Natural law gives the state certain moral obligations. Arguing against both the Catholic monarchists opposed to the French Republic and the disciples of the excommunicated egalitarian French journalist Robert Felicité de Lamennais (1782–1854), Leo insisted that natural law does not dictate one special form of government. Each society must determine its own political structures to meet its own needs and particular circumstances as long as they "bear in mind that God is the paramount ruler of the world, and must set Him before themselves as their exemplar and law in the administration of the State."67 Against militant secular liberalism, Leo regarded atheism as a crime and support for the one true religion a moral requirement imposed on the state by natural law. True freedom is "freedom from error" and the modern freedoms of speech, conscience, and worship must be carefully interpreted. The Church is concerned with the salvation of souls, and the state with the political order, but both must work for the true common good.

Leo’s 1888 encyclical Libertas pro patribus (The Nature of Human Liberty) lamented forgetfulness of the natural law as a cause of massive moral disorder.68 It singled out for particular criticism all forms of liberalism in politics and economics that would replace law with unregulated liberty on the basis of the principle that “every man is the law to himself.”69 Proper understanding of freedom and respect for law begin with recognition of God as the supreme legislator. Free will must be regulated by law, "a fixed rule of teaching what is to be done and what is to be left undone."70 Reason prescribes to the will what it should seek after or shun, in order to the eventual attainment of man’s last end, for the sake of which all his actions ought to be performed.71 The natural law is "engraved in the mind of every man" in the command to do right and avoid evil; each person will be rewarded or punished by God according to his or her conformity to the law.72

Leo applied these principles to the "social question" in Rerum novarum (1891). The destruction of the guilds in the modern period left members of the working class vulnerable to exploitation and predatory capitalism. The answer to this injustice, Leo held, included both a return to religion and respect for rights—private property, association (trade unions), a living wage, reasonable hours, sub-bath rest, education, family life—all of which
are rooted in natural law. Leo countered socialism, his major bête noire, with a threefold defense of private property. First, the argument from dominion (RN 6) echoes some of the language of the Summa theologica, though without Thomas’s emphasis on “use” rather than “ownership.” The second argument is based on the worker leaving “an impress of his personality” (RN 9) and resembles that found in Locke’s Second Treatise of Government. The third and final argument bases private property on natural familial duties (RN 13); it is taken from Aristotle.

The basic welfare of the working class is not a matter of almsgiving but of distributive justice, the virtue by which the “ruler” properly assigns the benefits and burdens to the various sectors of society (RN 33). Justice demands that workers proportionately share in the goods that they have helped to create (RN 14). The Leontine model of the orderly society was taken from what he took to be the order of nature—a position that had been abandoned by modern natural lawyers. Assuming a neochalasochistic rather than Darwinian view of the natural world, Leo held that nature itself has ordained social inequalities. He denounced as foolish the utopian belief in social leveling, that is, nature is hierarchical and “all striving against nature is vain” (RN 14). In response to the class antagonisms of the dialectical model of society, Leo offered an organic model of society, inspired by an image of medieval unity, within which classes live in mutually interdependent order and harmony. “Each needs the other: capital cannot do without labor, nor labor without capital” (RN 19; cf. EL 12). Observation of the precepts of justice would be sufficient to control social strife, Leo argued, but Christianity goes further in its claim that rich and poor should be bound to each other in friendship.

Natural law gives responsibilities to, but imposes limits on, the state. The state has a “special responsibility to protect the common good” and “to promote to the utmost the interests of the poor.” The end of society is “to make men better,” so the state has a duty to promote religion and morality (RN 32). Since the family is prior to the community and the state (RN 13), the latter have no sovereign control over the former. Anticipating Pius XI “principle of subsidiarity” (QA 79–80), Leo taught that the state must intervene whenever the common good (including the good of the single class) is threatened with harm and no other solution is forthcoming (RN 36).

Pius XI

Pius XI (1922–39) wrote a number of encyclicals calling for a return to the proper principles of social order. In 1931, the “Fortieth Year after Rerum novarum, he issued Quadragessimo anno, usually given the English title, On Reconstructing the Social Order. Pius XI used natural law to back a set of rights that were violated in Fascism, Nazism, and communism. Rights we also invoked to underscore the moral limits of the power of the state. The right to private property, for example, comes directly from the Creator so that individuals can provide for themselves and their families and so that the goods of creation can be distributed throughout the entire human family. State appropriation of private property in violation of the right, even if authorized by positive law, contradicts the natural law and therefore is morally illegitimate.

Natural law includes the critically important “principle of subsidiarity.” Based on the Lat. subsidium, “support” or “assistance,” subsidiarity holds that “one should not withdraw from individuals and commit to the community what they can accomplish by their own enterprise and industry” (QA 79). Subsidiarity has two functions: negatively, it holds that higher-level institutions should not usurp all sociopolitical responsibility, and positively, maintains that higher-level institutions need support and encourage lower-level institutionality.

More “natural” social arrangements are based around the primary relations of marriage and family, and intermediate associations like neighborhoods, small businesses, and local communities. These primary and intermediary associations must help themselves and contribute to the common good. What parasites industrial progress can in fact destroy the social fabric. When it accords with the natural law, public authority works to ensure that the true requirements of the common good are being met. Natural law challenges radical individualism as well as socialism. While the state may not unjustly deprive citizens of their private property, it ought to bring private ownership into harmony with the needs of the common good. Nature strives to harmonize part and whole for the good of both.

Pius XI’s Casti connubii (December 31, 1930), usually translated On Christian Marriage, made more explicit appeals to natural law than did Quadragesimo anno. Natural law in this document gives precise ethical judgments about specific classes of acts such as sterilization, artificial birth control, and abortion. Pius XI condemned artificial contraception on the grounds that it is “intrinsically against nature.” The “conjugal act” is designed by God for procreation, and the deliberate attempt to thwart this purpose is “intrinsically vicious.” Violation of this natural ordering is an insult to nature and a self-destructive attempt to thwart the will of the Creator. Individuals “are not free to destroy or mutilate their members, or in any other way render themselves unfit for their natural functions, except when no other provision can be made for the good of the whole body.” Because human beings have a social nature, marriage relations are not simply private contracts that can be dissolved at will. Divorce cannot be permitted by civil law because of its harmful effects on both individual children and the entire social order.

While not usually considered “social teaching,” Casti connubii had powerful social and political implications. During Pius XI’s pontificate the Nazis passed the “Law for the Protection of Hereditary Health” (July 14, 1933), calling for those determined to have one of eight categories of hereditary illness (ranging from schizophrenia to alcoholism) to undergo compulsory sterilization; a law authorizing the castration of “habitual offenders against public morals” (including the charge of “racial pollution”); and the Nuremberg Laws, including the “Law for the Protection of German Blood and German Honor” (1935). Between 1934 and 1939 about 400,000 people were victims of forced sterilization. At the time, natural law faced its most compelling opponent in racist naturalism. Advocates of these laws justified them through a social Darwinian reading of nature: individuals and groups compete against one another and have variable worth. Only the strongest ought to survive, reproduce, and achieve cultural dominance. Hitler’s brutal view of nature reinforced his equally brutal view of humanity: “He who wants to live should fight, therefore, and he who does not want to battle in this world of eternal struggle does not deserve to be alive.”

Pius XI condemned as a violation of natural right both the practice of forced sterilization and the policy of state prohibition of marriage to those at risk for bearing genetically defective children. Those who do have a high likelihood of giving birth to genetically defective children ought to be persuaded not to marry, argued the pope, but the state has no moral authority to restrict the natural right to marry. He invoked Thomas’s prohibition of the maiming of innocent people to support a right to bodily integrity that cannot be violated by the state for any utilitarian purposes, including the desire to avoid future social evils.

Pius XII

Pius XII (1930–58) continued his predecessor’s criticism of fascism and totalitarianism on the twofold ground that they attack the dignity of the person and overextend the power of the state. He was the first pope to extend Catholic social teaching beyond the nation-state and into a broader, more international context. His first encyclical, Summi pontificatus (October 27, 1939), attacked Nazi aggression in Poland. Before becoming pope, Pacelli had a hand in formulating Pius XI’s 1937 denunciation of Nazism, Mit Brennender Sorge. This encyclical invoked the standard argument that positive law must be judged according to the standards of the natural law to which every rational person has access. Summi pontificatus attacked Nazi racism for “forgetfulness of that law of human solidarity and charity which is dictated
and imposed by our common origin, and by the equality of rational nature in all men, to whatever people they belong, and by the redeeming Sacrifice offered by Jesus Christ on the Altar of the Cross.  

Human dignity comes not from blood or soil but, as Pius XII argued, from our common human nature made in the image of God. The state must be ordered to the divine will and not treated as an end in itself. It must protect the person and the family, the first cell of society.

Pius XII had initially continued Pius XI's suspicion of liberalism and commitment to the ideal of a distinctive Catholic social order grounded in natural law, but he was more concerned about the dangers of communism than those of fascism and Nazism. The devastation of the war, however, gradually led him to an increased appreciation for the moral value of liberal democracy. His Christmas address called for an entirely new social order based on justice and peace. His 1944 Christmas address in particular acknowledged the apparent reasonableness of democracy as the political system best suited to protect the dignity of the person.  

This step toward representative democracy, held at arm's length by previous popes, marked the beginning of a new way of interpreting natural law. It signaled a shift away from his immediate predecessor's organismic vision of the natural law with its corporatist model for the rightly ordered society. Since democracy has to allow for the free play of ideas and arguments, even this modest recognition of the moral superiority of democracy would soon lead the church to abandon policies of censorship in Paece in terris (1963) and established religion in Dignitatis humanae (1965).

**John XXIII**

Pope John XXIII (1958-63) employed natural law in his attempt to address the compelling international issues of his day. Mater et magistra, his encyclical concerned with social and economic justice, repeated the fundamental teachings of his predecessors regarding the social nature of the person, society as oriented to civic friendship, and the state's obligation to promote the common good, but he did so by creative wedding rights language with natural law.

Like his predecessor, John XXIII offered philosophical analysis of the moral purpose that ought to govern human affairs, from interpersonal to international relations. He spoke of the "person" not as a unified Aristotelian substance composed of matter and substance form with faculties of knowing and willing, but as a bearer of rights as well as duties. The *Ima Dei* grounds a set of universal and inviolable rights and a profound call to moral responsibility for self and others. Whereas Leo XI adopted the notion of rights within neoscholastic vision that gave primacy to the natural law, John XXIII meshed the two languages in a much more extensive way as articulated much more centrality to the notion human rights.

Individual rights must be harmonized with the common good, "the sum total of those conditions of social living whereby men are enabled more fully and readily to achieve their own perfection" (MM 65; also PT 58). TI implies support for wider democratic participation in decision making throughout society — positive encouragement of "socialization" (M 59), and a new level of appreciation for intermediary associations (PT 24). These empha from the natural law tradition provide important corrective to the exaggerated individualism of liberal rights theories. Interdependence is more pronounced in John's legal independence. Moral interdependence is only to characterize relations within particular communities, but also the relations of states one another (see PT 83). International relations, especially to resolve those conflicts, be conducted with a desire to build on common nature that all people share.

John XXIII's most famous encyclical, Paece in terris, developed an extensive natural framework for human rights as a response to issues raised in the Cuban missile crisis. It developed rights-based criteria for assessing the moral status of public policies. He applied them to particular questions regarding the foreign policies of states engaged in the cold and specifically to the work of international agencies, arms control and disarmament, and, of course, positive human rights legislation. The key principle of Paece in terris is that "any human society, if it is to be well ordered and productive, must lay down as a foundation this principle, namely, that every human being is a person, that is, his nature is endowed with intelligence and free will. Indeed, precisely because he is a person he has rights and obligations flowing directly and simultaneously from his very nature. And as these rights are universal and inviolable so they cannot in any way be surrendered" (PT 9).

Like Grothus, John XXIII believed that natural law provides a universal moral charter that transcends particular religious confessions. He also believed with Thomas Aquinas and Leo that the human conscience readily identifies the order imprinted by God the Creator into each human being. John XXIII was in general more positively inclined to the culture of his day than were Leo XIII and Pius XI to theirs, yet all affirmed that reason can identify the dignity proper to the person and acknowledge the rights that flow from it. Protestant ethicists lamented John's high level of confidence in moral reason, optimism about historical developments, and tendency not fully to face conflicting values and interests.

John XXIII was the first pope to interpret natural law in the context of genuine social and political pluralism and to treat human rights as the standard against which every social order is evaluated. His doctrine of human rights proposed what David Hollenbach calls a "normative framework for a pluralistic world." It represented a significant shift away from a natural law ethic promoting a specific model of society to one acknowledging the validity of multiple valid ways of structuring society provided they pass the test of human rights. This expansion set the stage not only for distinguishing one culture from another but also for distinguishing one culture from human nature as such. Paece in terris signaled a dawning recognition of the need for a moral framework that does not simply impose one particular and culturally-specific interpretation of human nature onto all cultures.

John XXIII's position resonated with that developed by John Courtney Murray, for whom natural law functioned both to set the moral criteria for public policy debate and to provide principles for the development of an informed conscience. What Murray called the "tradition of reason" maintained that human reason can establish a minimum moral framework for public life that can provide criteria for assessing the justice of particular social practices and civil laws.

The development of the just war theory provides a helpful example of how this approach to natural law functions. It provides criteria for interpreting and analyzing the morality of aggression, noncombatant immunity, treatment of prisoners of war, targeting policies, and the like. Though the origins of the just war theory lay in antiquity and medieval theology, its principles were further developed by international law in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and refined by lawyers, secular moral philosophers, and political theorists in the twentieth century. It continues to be subject to further examination and application in light of evolving concerns about humanitarian intervention, preemptive strikes against terrorists, and uses of weapons of mass destruction. The danger that it will be used to rationalize decisions made on nonmoral grounds is as real today as it was in the eighteenth century, but the "tradition of reason" at least offers some rational criteria for engaging in public debate over where to draw the ethical line between what is ethically permissible and what is not.

**Vatican II: Gaudium et spes**

John XXIII's attempt to "read the signs of the times" was adopted by Vatican II (1962-65).

Gaudium et spes began by declaring its intent to read "the signs of the times" in light of the gospel. These simple words signaled a very fundamental transformation of the character of Catholic social teachings that took place at the time. We can mention briefly four of its important features: a new openness to the modern world, a heightened attentiveness to historical context and development, a return to scripture.
and imposed by our common origin, and by the equality of rational nature in all men, to whatever people they belong, and by the redeeming Sacrifice offered by Jesus Christ on the Altar of the Cross.21 Human dignity comes not from blood or soil but, Pius XII argued, from our common human nature made in the image of God. The state must be ordered to the divine will and not treated as an end in itself. It must protect the person and the family, the first cell of society.

Pius XII had initially continued Pius XI’s suspicion of liberalism and commitment to the ideal of a distinctive Catholic social order grounded in natural law, but he was more concerned about the dangers of communism than those of fascism and Nazism. The devastation of the war, however, gradually led him to an increased appreciation for the moral value of liberal democracy. His Christmas addresses called for an entirely new social order based on justice and peace. His 1944 Christmas address in particular acknowledged the apparent reasonableness of democracy as the political system best suited to protect the dignity of the person.22 This step toward representative democracy, held at arm’s length by previous popes, marked the beginning of a new way of interpreting natural law. It signaled a shift away from his immediate predecessor’s organismic vision of the natural law with its corporatist model for the rightly ordered society. Since democracy has to allow for the free play of ideas and arguments, even this modest recognition of the moral superiority of democracy would soon lead the church to abandon policies of censorship in Paeam in terris (1963) and established religion in Dignitatis humanae (1965).

**John XXIII**

Pope John XXIII (1958–63) employed natural law in his attempt to address the compelling international issues of his day. *Mater et magistra*, his encyclical concerned with social and economic justice, repeated the fundamental teachings of his predecessors regarding the social nature of the person, society as oriented to civic friendship, and the state’s obligation to promote the common good, but he did so by creative wedding rights language with natural law.

Like his predecessor, John XXIII offered philosophical analysis of the moral purposes that ought to govern human affairs, from interpersonal to international relations. He spoke the “person” not as a unified Aristotelian substance composed of matter and substance, but as a bearer of rights as well as duties. The *imago Dei* groups a universal and inviolable rights and a profound call to moral responsibil ity for self and others. Whereas Leo XI adopted the notion of rights within neoscholastic vision that gave primacy to natural law, John XXIII meshed the two languages in a much more extensive way a accorded much more centrality to the notion human rights.23

Individual rights must be harmonized with the common good, "the sum total of those conditions of social living whereby men enabled more fully and readily to achieve their own perfection" (MM 65; also PT 58). It implies support for wider democratic participation in decision making throughout society positive encouragement of "socialization" (M 59), and a new level of appreciation for intermediary associations (PT 24). These emphatically from the natural law tradition provide important corrective to the exaggerated in individualism of liberal rights theories. Interdependence is more pronounced in John the independence. Moral interdependence is only to characterize relations within particular communities, but also the relations of states another (see PT 83). International relations, especially to resolve these conflicts, must be conducted with a desire to build on common nature that all people share.

John XXIII’s most famous encyclical, *Paeam in terris*, developed an extensive natural framework for human rights as a response to issues raised in the Cuban missile crisis. It developed rights-based criteria for assessing the moral status of public policies. He app them to particular questions regarding the reign policies of states engaged in the cold war and specifically to the work of internat agencies, arms control and disarmament, and, of course, positive human rights legislation.

The key principle of *Paeam in terris* is that "any human society, if it to be well ordered and productive, must lay down as a foundation this principle, namely, that every human being is a person, that is, his nature is endowed with intelligence and free will. Indeed, precisely because he is a person he has rights and obligations flowing directly and simultaneously from his very nature. And as these rights are universal and inviolable they cannot in any way be surrendered" (PT 9).

Like Grotsius, John XXIII believed that natural law provides a universal moral charter that transcends particular religious confessions. He also believed with Thomas Aquinas and Leo that the human conscience readily identifies the order imprinted by God the Creator into each human being. John XXIII was in general more positively inclined to the culture of his day than were Leo XIII and Pius XI to theirs, yet all affirmed that reason can identify the dignity proper to the person and acknowledge the rights that flow from it. Protestant ethicists lamented John’s high level of confidence in moral reason, optimism about historical developments, and tendency not to face conflicting values and interests.24

John XXIII was the first pope to interpret natural law in the context of genuine social and public pluralism and to treat human rights as the standard against which every social order is evaluated. His doctrine of human rights proposed what David Hollenbach calls “a normative framework for a pluralistic world.”25 It represented a significant shift away from a natural law ethic promoting a specific model of society to one acknowledging the validity of multiple valid ways of structuring society provided they pass the test of human rights.26 This expansion set the stage not only for distinguishing one culture from another but also for distinguishing one culture from human nature as such. *Paeam in terris* signaled a dawning recognition of the need for a moral framework that does not simply impose one particular and culturally specific interpretation of human nature onto all cultures.

**John XXIII’s position resonated with that developed by John Courtney Murray, for whom natural law functioned both to set the moral criteria for public policy debate and to provide principles for the development of an informed conscience. What Murray called the “tradition of reason” maintained that human reason can establish a minimum moral framework for public life that can provide criteria for assessing the justice of particular social practices and civil laws.**

The development of the just war theory provides a helpful example of how this approach to natural law functions. It provides criteria for interpreting and analyzing the morality of aggression, noncombatant immunity, treatment of prisoners of war, targeting policies, and the like. Though the origin of the just war theory lay in antiquity and medieval theology, its principles were further developed by international law in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and refined by lawyers, secular moral philosophers, and political theorists in the twentieth century. It continues to be subject to further examination and application in light of evolving concerns about humanitarian intervention, preemptive strikes against terrorists, and uses of weapons of mass destruction. The danger that it will be used to rationalize decisions made on immoral grounds is as real today as it was in the eighteenth century, but the “tradition of reason” at least offers some rational criteria for engaging in public debate over where to draw the ethical line between what is ethically permissible and what is not.

**Vatican II: Gaudium et spes**

John XXIII’s attempt to “read the signs of the times” was adopted by Vatican II (1962–65). *Gaudium et spes* began by declaring its intent to read “the signs of the times” in light of the gospel. These simple words signaled a very fundamental transformation of the character of Catholic social teachings that took place at the time. We can mention briefly four of its important features: a new openness to the modern world, a heightened attentiveness to historical context and development, a return to scripture
and Christology, and a special emphasis on the dignity of the person.

First, the Council’s openness to the modern world contrasted with the distance and sometimes strong suspicions of popes earlier in the century. It recognized “the proper autonomy of the creature,” that “by the very nature of creation, all things are endowed with their own solidity, truth, and goodness, their own laws and logic” (GS 36). This fundamental affirmation of “created autonomy” expressed both the Council’s reaffirmation of the substance of the classical natural law tradition and its ability to distinguish the core of the vital tradition from its naïve and outmoded particular expressions.88 This principle led to the admission that “the church herself knows how richly she has profited by the history and development of humanity” (GS 44).

Second, the Council’s use of the language of “times” signaled a profound attentiveness to history.89 This focus was accompanied by a new sensitivity to possibilities for change, pluralism of values and philosophies, and willingness to acknowledge the deep social and economic roots of social divisions (see GS 63). The natural law theory employed by Catholic social teachings up to the Council had been crafted under the influence of ahistorical continental rationalism. The kind of method employed by Leo XIII and Pius XI developed a modern “morality of obligation” having its roots in the Council of Trent and the subsequent four centuries of moral manuals.90 Whereas Leo tended to attribute philosophical and religious disagreements to ignorance, fear, faulty reasoning, and prejudice, the authors of Gaudium et spes were more attuned to the fact that not all human beings possess a univocal faculty called “reason” that leads to identical moral conclusions.

Third, a new awareness of historicity necessarily encouraged a deeper appreciation of the biblical and Christological identity of the Church and Christian life. Openness to engage in dialogue with the modern world (aggiornamento) was complemented by a “return to the sources” (ressourcement), especially the Word of God. The new biblical emphasis was reflected in the profoundly theological understanding of human nature developed by Gaudium et spes, or more precisely, a “Christologically centered humanism.”91 Neoscholastic natural law tended to rely on the theology of creation but the Council taught that the inner meaning of humanity is revealed in Christ: “The truth, they wrote, ‘is that only in the mystery of the incarnate Word does the mystery of man take on light. . . . Christ, the final Adam, by the revelation of the mystery of the Father and His love, fully reveals man to man himself and makes his supreme calling clear.’” (GS 22 see also GS 10, 38, and 45). Gaudium et spes thus focused on relating the gospel, rather than applying “social doctrine,” to contemporary situations.92

The new emphasis on the scriptures led to significant departure from the usual neoscholastic philosophical framework of Catholic social teaching. The moral significance of scripture was found not in its legal directives as “divine law” but in its depiction of the call of every Christian to be united with Christ and active in the social mission of the Church. The Council’s “turn to history” encouraged a more existential understanding of the concrete dynamics of grace, nature, and sin in everyday life, and away from the abstract neoscholastic tendency to place nature at grace “side by side.”93 Philosophical argumentation was to be balanced by a more theologically focused imagination, policy analysis with prophetic witness, and deductive logic with appeals to the concrete struggles of the Church.

Fourth, the council fathers continued Jo XXIII’s focus on the dignity of the person which they understood not only in terms of ‘imago Dei’ of Genesis but also, as we have seen, in light of Jesus Christ. The doctrine of the incarnation generates a powerful sense of worth of each person. The Christian moral life is not simply directed by “right reason” but by conformity to the pastoral mystery. Instead of drawing on “divine law” to confirm conscience drawn from natural law reasoning (as RN 11), the Word of God provides the starting point for discernment, the moral core of ethical wisdom, and the ultimate court of appeal Christian ethical judgment.

Focus on the dignity of the person was naturally accompanied by greater attention to conscience as a source of moral insight. Placed in the context of sacred history, human experience reinforces the claim that we are caught in a “dramatic struggle between good and evil.” Acknowledging the dignity of the individual conscience encouraged the Church to embrace a more inductive style of moral discernment than was typically found in the methodology of neoscholastic natural law.94 It accorded the laity greater responsibility for their own spiritual development and encouraged greater moral maturity on their part. In virtue of their baptism, all Christians are called to holiness. The laity was thus no longer simply expected to implement directives issued by the hierarchy. On the contrary, “the task of the entire People of God [is] to hear, distinguish and interpret the many voices of our age, and to judge them in light of the divine word” (GS 44, emphasis added; see also MM 233–60). Out of this soil grew the new theology of liberation in Latin America.

The council fathers did not reject natural law, but they did subsume it within a more explicitly Christological understanding of human nature. Standard natural law themes were retained. “In the depths of his conscience, man detects a law which he does not impose upon himself, but which holds him to obedience” (GS 16). Every human being is obliged to conform to “the objective norms of morality” (GS 16). Human behavior must strive for “full conformity with human nature” (GS 75). All people, even those completely ignorant of scripture and the Church, can come to some knowledge of the good in virtue of their humanity. “All this holds good not only for Christians, but for all men of good will in whose hearts grace works in an unseen way” (GS 22).

The council fathers placed great emphasis on the dignity of the person, but like John XXIII they understood dignity to be protected by human rights, and human rights to be rooted in the natural law. As Jacques Maritain wrote: “The dignity of the human person! The expression means nothing if it does not signify that, by virtue of the natural law, the human person has the right to be respected, is the subject of rights, possesses rights.”95 Dignity also issues in duties and the duties of citizenship are exercised and interpreted under the influence of the Christian conscience.

The biblical tone and framework of Gaudium et spes displayed an understanding of natural law rooted in Christology as well as in the theology of creation. The council fathers gave more credit to reason and the intelligibility of the good than Protestant critiques like Barth would ever concede,96 but they also indicated that natural law could not be accurately understood as a self-sufficient moral theory based on the presumed superiority of reason to revelation. Just as faith and intelligence are distinct but complementary powers, so scripture and natural law are distinct but harmonious components of Christian ethics. The acknowledgment of the authority of scripture helped to build ecumenical bridges in Christian ethics.

The council fathers knew that practical reasoning about particular policy matters need not always appeal explicitly to Christ. Yet they also held that Christ provides the most powerful basis for moral choices. Catholic citizens qua citizens, for example, can make the public argument that capital punishment is immoral because it fails to act as a deterrent, leads to the execution of innocent people, and legitimates the use of lethal force by the state against human beings. Yet Catholic citizens qua citizens will also understand capital punishment more profoundly in light of Good Friday.

The influence of Gaudium et spes was reflected several decades later in the two most well-known U.S. bishops’ pastoral, The Challenge of Peace (1983) and Economic Justice for All (1986). The process of drafting these pastoral letters involved wide consultation with both Catholic and non-Catholic experts on various aspects of the questions they wanted to address. The drafting procedure of the pastoral letters made it clear that the general principles of natural law regarding justice and peace carry more authority for Catholics than do their particular applications to specific contexts. It had of
course been apparent from the time of Leo that it is one thing to affirm that workers are entitled to a just wage as a general principle and another to determine specifically what that wage ought to be in a given society at a particular time in its history. The pastorals added to this realization both much wider and public consultation, a clearer delineation of grades of teaching authority, and an invitation to ordinary Christians to engage in their own moral deliberation on these critically important social issues. The peace pastoral made clear the difference between the principle of proportionality in the abstract and its specific application to nuclear weapons systems, and both of these from questions of their use in retaliation to a first strike. It also made it clear that each Christian has the duty of forming his or her own conscience as a mature adult. Indeed, the bishops inaugurated a level of appreciation for Christian moral pluralism when they conceded not only the moral legitimacy of the Muslim conscience but also of a distinctly Islamic conscience. They allowed believers to reject a venerable moral tradition that had been the major framework for the tradition’s moral analysis of war for centuries. Some Catholics welcomed this general differentiation of authority because it encouraged the laity to assume responsibility for their own moral formation and decision making, but others worried that it would call into question the teaching authority of the magisterium and foment dissent. The bishops subsequently attempted, though unsuccessfully, to apply this consultative methodology to the question of women in the Church.

Paul VI

Paul VI (1963–78) presented both the neoscholastic and historically minded streams of Catholic social teachings. Influenced by his friend Jacques Maritain, Paul VI taught that Church and society ought to promote "integral human development," the whole good of every human person. Paul VI understood human nature in terms of powers to be actualized for the flourishing of self and others. This dynamic and hopeful anthropology placed him at a great distance from Leo XIII’s warning to utopians and socialists that "humanity must remain as it is" and that to "suffer and to endure, therefore, is the lot of humanity" (RN 14). Paul’s anthropological personalism: each human being has not only rights and duties but also a vocation (PP 15).

Thus Populorum progressio (1967) was concerned not only that each wage earner achieve physical subsistence (in the manner of Rerum novarum) but also that each person be given the opportunity to use his or her talents to grow into integral human fulfillment in both this world and the next (PP 16). Since the "transcendent humanism" focuses on "being rather than "having," its greatest enemies are materialism and avarice (PP 18–19).

Paul VI understood that since the context integral development varies across time and from one culture to the next, social question have to be considered in light of the findings of the social sciences as well as through the more traditional philosophical and theological analysis. The Church is "situating in the midst of men," and therefore has the duty of studying the "signs of the times and of interpreting them in light of the Gospel." In addressing the "signs of the times," the Church cannot supply detailed answers to economic or social problems. She offers "what she alone possesses, that is, a view of man and of human affairs in the totality" (PP 13, from GS 4). Paul knew that the magisterium could not produce clear, definitive, and detailed solutions to all social economic problems.

This virtue is particularly evident in Paul VI’s apostolic letter Octogesima adveni (1971). This letter was written to Cardinal Maurice Roy, president of the Council of Laity and of the Pontifical Commission Justice and Peace, with the intent of discussing the themes responses to the "new social problems" (OA 8) of postindustrial society. The problems included urbanization, the role of women, racial discrimination, mass communication, and environmental degradation. PA apostolic letter called every Christian to a proper responsibility for acting against injustice. As in Populorum progressio, it did not presume that natural law could be applied by the magisterium to provide answers to every specific question generated by particular communities.

In the face of widely varying circumstances, Paul wrote, "it is difficult for us to utter a unified message and to put forward a solution which has universal validity" (OA 4). Instead, it is "up to the Christian communities which to analyze with objectivity the situation which is proper to their own country, to shed on it the light of the Gospel's unalterable words and to draw principles of reflection, norms of judgment and directives for action from the social teaching of the Church" (OA 4). Whereas Leo expected the principles of natural law to yield clear solutions, Paul leaves it to local communities to take it upon themselves to apply the gospel to their own situations. Natural law functions differently in a global rather than simply European setting. Instead of pronouncing from "above" the world, now the Church "accompanies humankind in its search." The Church does not intervene to authenticate a given structure or to propose a ready-made model to all social problems. Instead of simply reminding the faithful of general principles, it "develops through reflection applied to the changing situations of this world, under the driving force of the Gospel." (OA 42).

It bears repeating that Paul VI’s social teachings did not abandon, let alone explicitly repudiate, the natural law. He employed natural law most explicitly in his famous treatment of sex and reproduction, Humanae vitae (1967). This encyclical essentially repeated, in somewhat different language, the moral prohibitions given a half-century earlier by Pius XI in Casti connubii (1930). Paul VI presumed this not to be a distinctively Catholic position—"our contemporaries are particularly capable of seeing that this teaching is in harmony with human reason"—but the ensuing debate did not produce arguments convincing to the "right reason" of all reasonable interlocutors.

Humanae vitae repeated the teleological claim that life has inherent purposes and each person must conform to them. Every human being has a moral obligation to conform to this natural order. In sexual ethics, this view of nature generates specific moral prohibitions based on respect for the body’s "natural functions," or obstruction of which is "intrinsically evil." The key principle is clear and allows for no compromise: "each and every marital act must of necessity retain its intrinsic relationship to the procreation of human life." Neither good motives nor consequences (e.g., humanitarian concern to limit escalating overpopulation) can justify the deliberate violation of the divine given natural order governing the unitive and procreative purposes of sexual activity, by either individuals or public authorities.

Critics argued that Paul VI’s "physicalist" interpretation of natural law failed to appreciate sufficiently the complexities of particular circumstances, the primacy of personal mutuality and intimacy in marriage, and the difference between valuing the gift of life in general and requiring its specific expression in openness to conception in each and every act of intercourse.

Another important criticism laments the encyclical’s priority with the rightness of sexual acts to the negligence of issues pertaining to wider human concerns. James M. Gustafson observes that in Humanae vitae "considerations for the social well-being of even the family, not to mention various nation-states and the human species, are not sufficient to justify artificial means of birth control.

"Revisionists" like Joseph Fuchs, Peter Knauer, and Richard McCormick argued that natural law is best conceived as promoting the concrete human good available in particular circumstances rather than in terms of an abstract rule applied to all people in every circumstance. They pointed to a significant discrepancy between the methodology of Octogesima adveni and that of Humanae vitae.

John Paul II

John Paul II (1978–2005) interpreted the natural law from two points of view: the personalism and phenomenology he studied at the Jangeliion University in Poland and the neoscholasticism he learned as a graduate student at the Angelicum in Rome. The pope’s moral teachings and his description of current
events made significant use of natural law categories within a more explicitly biblical and theological framework. One of the central themes of his preaching reminds the world that faith and revelation offer the deepest and most reliable understanding of human nature, its greatest purpose and highest calling. Christian faith provides the most accurate perspective from which to understand the depth of human evil and the healing promise of saving grace.

Echoing the integral humanism of Paul VI, John Paul II asked in his first encyclical, Redemptor Hominis, whether the reigning notion of human progress "which has man for its author and promoter, makes life on earth more human in every aspect of that life. Does it make a more worthy man?" The ascendency of technology and science calls for a proportionate development of morals and ethics. Despite so many signs of progress, the pope noted, we are forced to face the question of what is most essential: "whether in the context of this progress man, man, is becoming truly better, that is to say more nature spiritually, more aware of the dignity of his humanity, more responsible, more open to others, especially the neediest and the weakest, and ready to give and to aid all."

The answer to these questions can only be reached through a proper understanding of the person. Purely scientific knowledge of human nature is not sufficient. One must be existentially engaged in the reality of the person, and particularly as the person is understood in light of Jesus Christ. John Paul II's Christological reading of human nature is inspired by Gaudium et spes: "only in the mystery of the incarnate Word does the mystery of man take on light" (GS 22).

John Paul II's social teachings rarely explicitly mention the natural law. In fact, the phrase is not even used once in Laborem exercens (1981), Solicitude rei socialis (1987), or Centesimus annus (1991). The moral argument of these documents focuses on rights that promote the dignity of the person; it simply takes for granted the existence of the natural law.

John Paul II's social teachings invoke scripture much more frequently, and in a more sustained, meditative fashion, than did that of any of his predecessors. He emphasizes Christian discipleship and the special obligations incumbent on Christians living in a non-Christian anti-Catholic world. He gives humankind a central place in his moral theology, but construes flourishing more in light of grace than nature. The pope's social teaching express his commitment to evangelize the world. Even reflection on the economy comes first and foremost from the point of view of the gospel. Whereas Rerum novarum addressed to the bishops of the world and to its point of departure from "man's nature" (R 6) and "nature's law" (RN 7), Centesimus annus is addressed to "all men and women of good will" and appeals "above all to the social tradition of the Gospel" (CA 57).

John Paul II's most extensive discussion of natural law occurs not in his social encyclicals but in Veritatis splendor (1993). The encyclical is devoted to affirming the existence of objective morality. The document sounds familial themes. Natural law is inscribed in the heart of every person, is grounded in the human good and gives clear directives regarding right and wrong acts that can never be legitimately violated. John Paul II reiterates Paul VI's rejection of ethical consequentialism and "situation ethics." Circumstances or intentions can never transform an act intrinsically evil by nature of object [the kind of act willed] into an act objectively good or defensible as a choice. Also targets erroneous notions of autonomy. True freedom is ordered to the good and etically legitimate choices conform to it.

John Paul II's emphasis on obedience to will of God and on the necessity of revelation for Christian ethics leads some observers to suspect that he presumes a divine command et. Yet the pope's ethical ethics continue to combine standard principles of natural law theory. He believed that the normative structure of ethics is grounded in a descriptive account of human nature and, second, he insisted that knowledge of this structure is disclosed by revelation and explained through its proper authoritative interpretation by the hierarchy. Since awareness of the natural law has been blurred in the "modern crisis," the pope argued, the world needs the Church, and particularly the voice of the magisterium, to clarify the specific practical requirements of the natural law. Using Murn's vocabulary, one might say that the pope believed that the magisterium plays the role of the "wise" to the "many" that is the world. As an expert in humanity, the Church has the most profound grasp of the principles of the natural law and also the best vantage point from which to understand their secondary and tertiary (if not also the most remote) principles.

The pope, however, continued to hold to the ancient tradition that moral norms are inherently intelligible. People of all cultures now acknowledge the binding authority of human rights. Natural law qua human rights provides the basis for the infusion of ethical principles into the political arena of pluralistic democracies. It also provides criteria for holding accountable criminal and transnational actors that violate human dignity by engaging, for example, in "genocide, abortion, slavery, prostitution . . . degrading conditions of work which treat laborers as mere instruments of profit."

John Paul II applied the notion of right protecting dignity to the ethics of life in Evangelium vitae (1995). Faith and reason both testify to the inherent purpose of life and ground a universal obligation to respect the dignity of every human being, including the handicapped, the elderly, the unborn, and the otherwise vulnerable. "Intrinsically evil acts" cannot be legitimated for any reasons, whether individual or collective. The moral framework of society is not given by fickle popular opinion or majority vote but rather by the "objective moral law . . . the 'natural law' written in the human heart."

States as well as couples, no matter what difficulties and hardships they face, "must abide by the divine plan for responsible procreation." Sounding a theme from Pius XI and Paul VI, the pope warns his listeners that the "natural law obliges them in every case to control the impulse of instinct and passion, and to respect the biological laws inscribed in their person." He employs natural law not only to oppose abortion, infanticide, and euthanasia but also newer biomedical procedures regarding experimentation with human embryos. The pope's claim that "a law which violates an innocent person's natural right to life is unjust and, as such, is not valid as a law" suggests to some in the United States that Roe v. Wade is an unjust law and therefore properly subject to acts of civil disobedience. It also implies resistance to international programs that attempt to limit population expansion through distributing means of artificial birth control.

Natural law provides criteria for the moral assessment of economic and political systems. The Church has a social ministry but no direct relation to political agenda as such. The Church's social doctrine is not a form of political ideology but an exercise of her evangelizing mission (SRS 41). It never ought to be used to support capitalism or any other economic ideology. "For the Church does not propose economic political systems or programs, nor does she show preference for one or the other, provided that human dignity is properly respected and promoted. It does not draw from natural law any one correct model of an economic or political system, but it does require that any given economic or political order affirm human dignity, promote human rights, foster the unity of the human family, and support meaningful human activity in every sphere of social life (SRS 41; CA 43).

John Paul II's interpretation of natural law has been subject to various criticisms. First, critics charge that it stresses law, and particularly divine law, at the expense of reason and nature. As the Dominican Thomist Herbert McCabe observed of Veritatis splendor, "despite its frequent references to St. Thomas, it is still trapped in a post-Renaissance morality, in terms of law and conscience and free will." Second, the pope has been criticized for an inconsistent eclecticism that does not coherently relate biblical, natural law, and rights-oriented language in a synthetic vision. Third, he has been charged with a highly selective and ahistorical understanding of natural law. Thus what he describes as "unchanging" precepts prohibiting intrinsic evil have at times been subject to change, for example, the case of slavery. As John Noonan
puts it, in the long history of Catholic ethics one finds that "what was forbidden became lawful (the cases of usury and marriage); what was permissible became unlawful (the case of slavery); and what was required became forbidden (the persecution of heretics)." Critics argue that John Paul II has retreated from Paul VI's attempt to appropriate historical consciousness and therefore consistently slight the contingency, variability, and ambiguities of historical particularity.289 This approach to natural law also leads feminists to accuse the pope of failing sufficiently to attend to the oppression of women in the history of Christianity and to downplay the need for appropriately radical change in the structures of the Church.290

RECENT INNOVATIONS

The opponents of natural law ethics have from time to time pronounced the theory dead. Its advocates, however, respond by pointing to its adaptability, flexibility, and persistence. As the distinguished natural law commentator Heinrich Rommen put it, "The natural law always buries its undertakers."300 The resilience of the natural law tradition resides in its assimilative capacity. More broadly the Catholic social tradition from its start in antiquity has been eclectic, that is, a mixture of themes, arguments, convictions, and ideas taken from different streams within Western thought, both Christian and non-Christian. The medieval tradition assimilated components of Roman law, patristic moral wisdom, and Greek philosophy. It was subjected to radical philosophical criticism in the modern period but defenders of the tradition inevitably arose either to consolidate and defend it against its detractors or to develop its intellectual potentialities through the critical appropriation of conceptualities employed by modern and contemporary philosophy. Catholic social teaching has engaged in both the retrieval of the natural law ethics of Aquinas and an assimilation of some central insights of Locke and Kant regarding human rights and the dignity of the person. Scholars have argued over whether this assimilative pattern exhibits a talent for creative synthesis or the fatal flaw of incoherent eclecticism.

Philosophers and theologians have for the past several decades made numerous attempts to bring some degree of greater consistence and clarity to the use of natural law in Catholic ethics. Here we will mention three such attempts: the new natural law theory, revisionism, and narrative natural law theory. The new natural law theory of Germain Grisez, John Finnis, and their collaborator offers a thoughtful account of the "first principles of practical reason" to provide rational ord to moral choices. Even opponents of the new natural law theory admire its philosophical acuity in avoiding the "naturalistic fallacy" that attempts illicitly to deduce normative claim from descriptive claims, or "ought" language from "is" language. Practical reason identifies several basic goods that are intrinsically valuable and universally recognized as such: life, knowledge, aesthetic appreciation, play, friendship, practical reasonableness, and religion.302 It is always wrong to intend to destroy an instantiation of a basic good.303 Life is a basic good, for example, and so murder is always wrong. The position does not rely on faith in any way. Its advocates would agree with John Courtney Murray that the "doctrine of natural law has no Roman Catholic presuppositions." Despite some ambiguities, this position presents a formidable anticonsequentialist ethical theory in terms that are intelligible to contemporary philosophers.

The new natural law theory has been subject to significant criticisms, however. First, lists basic goods are notoriously ambiguous, for example, is religion always an instantiation of a basic good? Second, it holds that basic goods are incommensurable and cannot be subject to weighing, but it is not clear that one can reasonably weigh, say, religion as an important good than play. This theory takes self-evident that basic goods cannot be attacked. Yet this claim seems to ignore Niebuhr's warning that human experience is its very nature susceptible not only to sign cant conflict among competing goods but to moral tragedy in which one cannot obtained without the destruction of another. Third, the new natural law theory is criticized for isolating its philosophical interpretation of human nature from other descriptive accounts of the same and for operating without much attention to empirical evidence for its conclusions. For example, Finnis opines, without any empirical evidence, that same-sex relations of every kind fail to offer intelligible goods of their own but only "bodily and emotional satisfaction, pleasurable experience, unhinged from basic human reasons for action and posing as its own rationale."305 Critics ask: To what extent is such a sweeping generalization confirmed by the evidence of real human lives rather than simply derived from certain a priori philosophical principles?

A second interpretation of the natural law comes from those who are often broadly classified as "revisionists." They engage in a selective retrieval of themes of the natural law tradition in terms of the concrete or "ontic" or "pre-moral" values and "dis-values" confronted in daily life. The crucial issue for the moral assessment of any pattern of human conduct, they argue, is not its "naturalness" or "unnaturalness" but its relation to the flourishing of particular human beings. The most distinctive feature of the revisionist approach to natural law, particularly when contrasted with the new natural law theory, is the relatively greater weight it gives to ordinary lived human experience as evidence for assessing opportunities for human flourishing.306 It holds that moral insights are best attained "by way of experience," that "right reason" requires sufficient sensitivity to the salient characteristics of particular cases, and that moral theology needs to retrieve the ancient Aristotelian virtue of epieikeia, or equity, the capacity to apply the law intelligently in accord with the concrete common good.307 This ethical realism, as moral theologian John Mahoney puts it, "scrutinizes above all what is the purpose of any law and to what extent the application of any particular law in a given situation is conducive to the attainment of that purpose, the common good of the society in question."308 Revisionists thus want to revise some moral teachings of the Church so that they can be pastorally more appropriate and contribute more effectively to the good of the community.

Revisionists are convinced that there is a significant difference between the personal and loving will of God and the determinate and impersonal structures of nature. They do not believe that a proper understanding of natural law requires every person to conform to given "biological laws." Indeed, some revisionists believe that natural law theory must be abandoned because it is irredeemably wedded to moral absolutism based on "physicism." They choose instead to develop an "ethic of responsibility" or an "ethic of virtue." Other revisionists, however, remain committed to the ancient language of natural law while working to develop a historically conscious and morally sensitive interpretation of it. Applied to sexual ethics, for example, they argue that the "procreative purpose" of sexual intercourse is a good in general but not necessarily a good in each and every concrete situation, even in each particular monogamous bond. They argue that some uses of artificial birth control are morally legitimate and need to be distinguished from those that are not. On this ground they defend the use of artificial birth control as one factor to be considered in the micro-deliberation of marriage and family and in the macro-context of social ethics.

Critics raise several objections to the revisionist approach to natural law. First is the notorious difficulty of evaluating arguments from experience, which can suffer from vagueness, overgeneralization, and self-serving bias. Second, revisionist appeals to human flourishing are at times insufficiently precise and inadequately substantive. Third, critics complain that revisionists in effect abandon natural law in favor of an ethical consequentialism based in an exaggerated notion of autonomy.309

A third and final contemporary "narrativist" formulation of natural law theory takes as its starting point the centrality of stories, community, and tradition to personal and communal identity. Alasdair Maclntyre has done the most to show that reason, and by extension reason's interpretation of the natural law, is "tradition-dependent." Christians are formed in the
Church by the gospel story, so their understanding of the human good will never be entirely "neutral." Moral claims are completely unintelligible when removed from their connection to the doctrine of Christ and the Church, but neither can the moral identity of discipleship be translated without remainder into the neutral mediating language of natural law.

Narrativists agree with the "new natural lawyers" that we are naturally oriented to a plethora of goods—from friendship and sex to music and religion—but they attend more seriously to concrete human experiences as the context within which people come to determine how (or, in some cases, even whether) these goods take specific shape in their lives. Narrativists, like the revisionists, hold that it is in and through concrete experience that people discover, appropriate, and deepen their understanding of what constitutes true human flourishing. But they also attend more carefully both to the experience, not as atomistic and existentially sporadic but as sequential, and to the ways in which the interpretations of these experiences are influenced by membership in particular communities shaped by particular stories. Discovery of the natural law, Pamela Hall notes, "takes place within a life, within the narrative context of experiences that engage a person's intellect and will in the making of concrete choices."142

All ethical theories are tradition-dependent, and therefore natural law theory will acknowledge its own particular heritage and not claim to have a "view from nowhere."143 Scripture, and notably the Golden Rule and its elaboration in the Decalogue, provided the tradition with criteria for judging which aspects of human nature are normatively significant and ought to be encouraged and promoted, and, conversely, which aspects of human nature ought to be discouraged and inhibited.

This turn to narrativity need not entail a turn away from nature. The human good includes the good of the body. Jean Porter argues that ethics must take into account the considerable prerational, biological roots of human nature and critically appropriate contemporary scientific insights into the animal dimensions of our humanity.144 Just as Aquinas employed Aristotle's notion of nature to explicate his account of the human good, so contemporary natural law ethicists need to incorporate evolutionary accounts of human origins and human behavior in order to understand the human good.

Nor does appropriating narrativity require withdrawal from the public domain. "Narrative natural law" qua natural law still understands the justification for basic moral norms in terms of their promotion of the good that is proper to human beings considered comprehensively. Can advance public arguments about the human good but it does not consider itself compelled to avoid all religiously based language in the manner of John A. Ryan145 or John Courtney Murray.146 Unlike older approaches to the common good, it will accept a radially plural, non-hierarchical and not easily harmonizable notion of the good.147 Its claims are intelligible to people who are not Christian, but intelligible does not always lead to universal assent. It takes acknowledges that Christian theology does advance its claims on the supposition that it is the only conceivable way of interpreting moral significance of human nature. Such morality is "under-determined" by nature there is no one moral system that can plausibly be presented as the morality that best accords with human nature.148

Critics lodge several objections to narrate natural law theory. First, they worry that an excessive weight to stories and tradition diminishes attention to the structures of human nature and thereby slides into moral relativism. What is needed instead, one critic argues, more powerful sense of the metaphysical nature for the normativity of nature.149 Narrativists, like revisionists, acknowledge the need to beware of the danger of swinging from extreme of abstract universalism and "oppressive generalizations" to the other extreme "bottomless particularity."150 Second, worry that narrative ethics will be unable to generate a clear and fixed set of ethical duties, ideals, and virtues. Stories vary in particular contexts, moralities shift with changes in their historical contexts. Moral norms emerging from narrative are inherently unstable and subject to a constant process of moral drift. Narrativists can respond by arguing that these two criticisms apply to radically historiocritist interpretations of narrative ethics but not to narrative natural law theory.

THE ROLE OF NATURAL LAW IN CATHOLIC SOCIAL TEACHING IN THE FUTURE

Natural law has been an essential component of Catholic ethics for centuries and it will continue to play a central role in the Church's reflection on social ethics. It consistently bases its view of the moral life and public policies, in other words, on the human good. Its understanding of the human good will be rooted in theological and Christological conceptions. The Church's future use of natural law will have to face four major challenges pertaining to the relation between four pairs of concerns: the individual and society, religion and public life, history and nature, and science and ethics.

First, natural law will need to sustain its reflection on the relation between the individual and society. It will have to remain steady in its attempt to correct radical individualism, an exaggerated assertion of the sovereignty and autonomy of the individual and against the community. "Utilitarian individualism" regards the person as an individual agent functioning to maximize self-interest in the market system and "expressive individualism" construes the person as a private individual seeking egoistic self-expression and therapeutic liberation from socially and psychologically imposed constraints.151 The former regards the market as opportunistic, ruthless, and amoral, and leaves each individual to struggle for economic success or to accept the consequences of failure. The latter seeks personal happiness in the private sphere where feelings can be expressed and private relationships cultivated. What Charles Taylor calls the "dark side of individualism" so centers on the self that it both flattens and narrows our lives, makes them poorer in meaning, and less concerned with others or society.152

Natural law theory in Catholic social teaching responds to radical individualism in several ways. First and foremost, it offers a theologically based account of the worth of each person as made in the image of God. Second, it continues to regard the human person as naturally social and political and as flourishing within friendships and families, intermediary groups, and larger communities. The human person is always both intrinsically worthwhile and naturally called to participate in community.

Two other central features of natural law provide resources with which to meet the challenge of radical individualism. One is the ethical common good that counters the presupposition of utilitarian individualism that markets are inherently amoral and bound to inflexible economic laws not subject to human intervention on the basis of moral value. Catholic social teaching holds that the state has obligations that extend beyond the "night watchman" function of protecting social order. It has the primary (but by no means exclusive) obligation to promote the common good, especially in terms of public order, public peace, basic standards of justice, and minimum levels of public morality.

A second contribution from natural law to the problem of radical individualism lies in solidarity. The virtue of solidarity offers an alternative to the assumption of therapeutic individualism that happiness resides simply in self-gratification, liberation from guilt, and relationships within one's "lifestyle enclave."153 If the person is inherently social, genuine flourishing resides in living for others rather than only for oneself, in contributing to the wider community and not only to one's small circle of reciprocal concern. The right to participate in the life of one's own community should not be eclipsed by the "right to be left alone."154 A second major challenge to Catholic social teachings comes from the relation between religion and public life in pluralistic societies. Popular culture increasingly regards religion as a private matter that has no place in the public sphere. If radical individualism sets the context
A third major challenge facing Catholic social teaching concerns the relation of nature and history. The intense debates over Human nature pointed to the most fundamental issue: the legitimacy of speaking about the "natural law" in an age aware of historical and religious context. Yet it is clear that history cannot simply replace nature in ethics. The center of natural law concerns the human good, the "is" and "ought" of Catholic social teachings. These aspects are inextricably intertwined. Personal, interpersonal, social ethics are understood in terms of what good for human beings and what makes human beings good. It holds that human beings exist where have, in virtue of their humanity, certain physical, psychological, moral, social, and religious needs and desires. Relatively stable well-ordered communities make it possible for their members to contribute to these needs and fulfill these desires, and relatively more socially desirable and damaged communities do not.

This having been said, natural law reflects a non-natural view of natural law in the context of knowledge that human nature by itself does not suffice as a source of evidence for coming to understand the human good. Catholic social teaching must alert to the perils of the "naturalistic fallacy"—the assumption that because something is natural, it is, ipso facto, morally good—committed by those, like Herbert Spencer and social Darwinians, who naively attempted to discover ethical principles embedded within the evolutionary process itself.

As already indicated above, natural law reflection always runs the risk of confusing expression of a particular culture with what is true of human beings at all times and places. Reinhold Niebuhr, for example, complained that Thomas's ethics turned "the peculiarities and the contingent factors of a feudal-agrarian economy into a system of fixed socio-economic principles." The same kind of accusation has been leveled against modern natural law theories. It is increasingly taken for granted that people are so diverse in culture and personal experience, personal identities so malleable, that plastic, and cultures so prone to historical variation, that any generalizations made about them will be simply too broad and vague to be ethically illuminating. Though it will never embrace postmodernism, Catholic social teaching will need to be more informed by sensitivity to historical particularity than it has been in the past. The discipline of philosophical ethics, unlike Catholic social teachings, has moved so far from naive essentialism that it tends to regard human behavior as almost entirely the product of choices shaped by culture rather than rooted in nature. Yet since human beings are biological as well as cultural beings, it is more reasonable to attend to the interaction of culture and nature than to focus on one to the exclusion of the other. If "humanism" is the triumph of nature over history, relativism is the triumph of history over nature. Neither extreme ought to find a home in Catholic social teachings, which will have to discover a way to balance and integrate these two dimensions of human experience in its normative perspective.

A fourth challenge that must be faced by Catholic social teaching concerns the relation between ethics and science. The Church has in the past resisted the identification of "reason" with "natural science." It has typically acknowledged the intellectual power of scientific discovery without regarding this source of knowledge as the key to moral wisdom. The relation of ethics and science presents two broad challenges, one positive and the other negative. The positive agenda requires the Church to interpret natural law in a way that is compatible with the best information and insights of modern science. Natural law must be formulated in a way that does not rely on archaic cosmological and scientific assumptions about the universe, the place of human beings within it, or the interaction of human beings with one another. Any tacit notion of God as "intelligent designer" must be abandoned and replaced with a more dynamic contemporary understanding of creation and providence. Catholic social teachings need to understand natural law in ways that are consistent with evolutionary biology (though not necessarily neo-Darwinism). John Paul II's recent assessment of evolution avoided a repetition of the Galileo disaster and clearly affirmed the legitimacy of scientific inquiry. On October 22, 1996, he acknowledged that evolution, properly understood, is not intrinsically incompatible with Catholic doctrine. He taught that the evolutionary account of the origin of animal life, including the human body, is more than a mere hypothesis. He acknowledged the factual basis of evolution but criticized its illegitimate use to support evolutionary ideologies that demean the human person.

Negatively, Catholic social teaching must offer a serious critique of the reductionistic tendency of naturalism to identify all reliable forms of knowing to scientific investigation. "Scientific naturalism" can be described (if simplistically) as an ideology that advances three related kinds of claims: that science provides the only reliable form of knowledge ("scientificism"), that only the material world examined by science is real ("materialism"). and that moral claims are therefore illusory; entirely subjective, fanciful, merely aesthetic, only matters of individual opinion, or otherwise suspect ("subjectivism"). This position assumes that human intelligence employs reason only in instrumental and procedural ways, but that it cannot be employed to understand what Thomas Aquinas called the "human end" or John Paul II the "the objective human good." The moral realism implicit in the natural law presuppositions of Catholic social thought needs to be developed and presented to provide an alternative to this increasingly widespread premise of popular as well as academic culture.

In responding to the challenge of scientific naturalism, the Church must continue to acknowledge the competence of science in its own domain, the universal human need for moral wisdom in matters of science and technology, the inability of science as such to offer normative guidance in ethical matters, and the rich moral wisdom made available by the natural law tradition. The persuasiveness of the natural law claims made by Catholic social teachings resides, in the clarity and cogency of the Church's arguments, its ability to promote public dialogue through appealing to persuasive accounts of the human good, and its willingness to shape the public consensus on
important issues. Its persuasiveness also depends on the integrity, justice, and compassion with which natural law principles are applied to its own practices, structures, and day-to-day communal life; natural law claims will be more credible when they are seen more fully to govern the Church's own institutions.
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